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Witches, ghouls, goblins, and especially ghosties
By TOM DULAN
Halloween is the time of year that delights story-tellers the
world over in feeding the spark of man's most ancient fears. Tales
are spun to curl the hair on anyone who dares to recognize his own
uncertainty of the supernatural.
Tales of witches, ghouls and ghosts permeate the literature of
mankind through the ages, spirits bent on vengeance, others
seeking to right an earthly wrong, warn of impending disaster or
simply turn mortal hair white with mischief:
Then there is "Grandfather."
Connotatively speaking, one would not say that Grandfather
haunts" the home of
a
James Madison University
professor. He is merely a spirit who "lives" there with the
professor and his family.

ii J5 Sft £raS-fa*2 moved witn the fami,y from Ohio and has
lived with Dr. Wingate (not his real name) since Wingate was a
When Wingate was growing up in Ohio, he and his famUv lived
Waf
ab0Ut a mile from
5i?iE'
Eft*
ft"old
0S0been
RiveT
Along
the river
was another
house that had thV
once
the
home of a river captain.
nr^-Ki"1!^ JT" F"8terJlved ther* and Grandfather had
probably lived there when the Fosters moved in, Wingate said
Who named the spirit "Grandfather"? Wingate does^ot know
the name has just been handed down.
*
The time came when the Fosters were to move to a new home
in Columbus. Grandfather, who is not fond of new thinw.
'Continued on Page 12)
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No advance notice of meeting
By TOM DULAN
The Student Government
Association constitution was
ratified by the student body at
Tuesday's SGA meeting,
despite the failure of the SGA
to provide advance notice of
the action.
Lack of time was the
reason for the absence of
publicity, according to Peggy
Dennison, chairman of the
Constitutional
Revisions
Committee and senator from
Eagle Hall.
The action was not announced at last week's SGA
meeting, however, and no
announcement of the special
meeting
was
sent for
publication in Tuesday's
edition of The Breeze.
A previous version of the
constitution was ratified by
the student body, but that
version was rejected by the
Student Services Commission
of the Univeristy Council.

Although the ratification
meeting for the earlier version was announced two
weeks in advance, the
publicity apparently did little
toward increasing participation by the student body.
Both the earlier ratification
meeting and Tuesday's
meeting drew few, if any,
students. The constitution wul
again go before the Student
Services Commission for
approval.
The SGA Student Services
Committee issued a resolution
that the university request
$3.5 million from the state for
the construction of an addition
to Godwin Hall and a
recreational facility across
Interstate 81, which passed
overwhelmingly.
Plans are being made for
such construction sometime in
the next three years, according
to
committee
(( ontiniuil oil Pago 15)

Parking ordinance
in legal controversy
By KENT BOOTY
The Harrisonburg permit
parking ordinance is stuck in
the middle of a legal controversy which could affect
other college communities
throughout the nation.
First, there is the Virginia
Supreme Court, which earlierthis year struck down a
similar parking , ban in
Arlington County as a "denial
of equal protection."
Second, there is the U.S.
Supreme
Court,
which
recently ruled that communities have the right to
prevent commuters from
parking in residential neighborhoods.
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Enacted July 1 of last year,
the city permit parking ordinance covers 20 streets
between Interstate 81 and the
C&W Railroad and represents
an attempt to relieve parking
problems caused largely by
commuting students at James
Madison University.
Local residents are annually required to buy a $1
sticker to park within the
permit parking zone 8 a.m.-6
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Two "guest cards" are also
issued to each homeowner for
the purpose of parking.
The fine for parking inside
the zone without a sticker is $5
if paid within 48 hours and $10
if it is paid after that. One
person.
however,
has
challenged
the
constitutionality of the ordinance-and won at least a partial
victory.
John Huddle, a pre-law
student at JMU, was given a
ticket for parking on. Walnut
U unlinufd on I'agr lli-*.

BOB WOOTEN OF WMRA looks on as Jacob
Lewis Say lor of the Young Republicans club
makes a point during a debate between Saylor

and David Sears, president of the Young
Democrats. The debate was sponsored by Pi
Gamma Mu fraternity.
PM, * cy mmmf
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Club chairmen debate issues
Democrats vs. Republicans
By MARK DAVISON
In a debate sponsored by Pi
Gamma Mu, James Madison
University Democrat Club
Chairman Dave Sears, and
Lewis Saylor, chairman of the
College Republican Club,
discussed issues pertinent to
the upcoming gubernatorial
election.
Moderator Bob Wooten of
WMRA posed three topics for
discussion.
The first was collective
bargaining rights for Virginia
public employees.
Dalton, according to
Saylor, is opposed to collective bargaining for public
employees because job
security and proposed cost-ofliving payments would afford
these employees benefits so
that the need for bargaining
would be unnecessary.
"Good,
open
communication between the
public, public employees and
elected officials" would insure
that public employees would
be treated "fairly," according
to Saylor.
Howell, on the other band,
according to Sears, is in favor
of collective bargaining for
public employees.
Howell
favors
a
"meaningful
grievance procedure"
through state comimttees',:^'.

Howell is afraid that
dissatisfaction among public
employees in the long run
could result in a revenue loss
for Virginia if collective
bargaining is/not instituted in
the state, Sears said.

The next topic debated was
the Virginia Electric Power
Company fossil fuel adjustment clause.
Howell, Sears said, is a
"populist" who fights for the
<( onlinued on Page 16)

Results of
mock election
Governor
Dalton R
Howell D
Lt. Governor
Canada R
Robb D
Attorney
general
Coleman R
Lane 1) .

votes

%

200
95

68.8
32.2

146
146

50.0
50.0
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175
101

63.4
36.6
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Justice should not be made into a TV series
By KRIS CARLSON
An unprecedented case
employing an unprecedented
technique that s the only way
to describe the murder trial of
15-year-old Ronny Zamora in
Miami, Florida.
As his defense to a murder
charge, Zamora pleaded
guilty by reason of insanity
caused by a steady diet of
television violence. An unprecendented defense, by any
standards.
However, a . second unprecedented part of the
Zamora trial needs to be
discussed-its broadcast over
Miami's public television
station.
It seems very ironic that
the very case that dares »A
question the integrity 6f
television should be used by
that medium when
the

broadcast of the case can only
further demonstrate
television's lack of dignity.
Not only does the broadcast
show questionable television
integrity, but it may also very
well cause the demise of the
judicial system and the
American ideal of the fair
trial.
Television's integrity has
been under attack almost
since its conception. At one
time in its history there was a
squalid show called "Divorce
Court," which dramatized
true divorce cases. Thankfully, it was cancelled.
Now, some people want to
bring back "Divorce Court,"
and add "Murder Court" and

■?****-■"•*• '"^^ no* only
this time with a cast of real
characters.
What possible contributions

can be made to society by
these broadcasts? Don't
Americans get enough sex,
crime and violence in the
fictional stories on TV without
glorifying real-life murders
and rapists?
Even if one could come up
with a few potentially good
contributions these broadcasts might produce, they
could never counterbalance
the terrible blow the broadcasts would have on the
judicial system.
There are too many obvious
possible hazards to justice and
the fair trial that would be
produced by these broadcasts.
One is the death of the fair
trial due to over-publication of
the case -W.a,k; jurjes ace hard
to'find rtow, if every person ifi
the surrounding area already
knew about the case, juries

would have to be imported!
horrendous crimes so as to be
The fair trial might also be
spotlighted on the nation's
killed by
"stardom."
largest medium.
Lawyers have always been
Psychopaths in the past
said to be frustrated actors.
have been prompted with only
How many defendants will
the expectation of newspaper
suffer because their lawyer or
coverage, but now they could
the prosecutor "hammed it
have their own TV series. We
up" or even the judge or the
might as well hand them their
jury ?
murder weapon.
What about the innocent?
Even if acquitted, how can
The judicial system faces
they survive the humiliation
enough problems without
of such a public trial?
creating further damage by
Everyone
will
always
broadcasting
trials
on
remember them, just like one
television.
always remembers "Kojack"
It must remain pure and
plots. They can never, in their
untarnished
or else a mockery
community anyway, fade
of
justice
will
be made.
away
into comfortable
to remain uninfluenced by
anonymity.
AnotbApotentk.":.. Xw* 'Vfcrts* motives, the law and ( • '■
judiciary can never subject
the very real possibility that
themselves to association with
sick minds desiring infamy
television.
will be prompted into

History: from Lord Fairfax to Chuck Robo
Editor's note: This is part
three of a four-part series
which examines the regional,
historical, and political differences between Northern
Virginia and the rest of
Virginia.
By DWAYNE YANCEY
"I use every opportunity I can
to point out that George
Washington and George
Mason
were
Northern
Virginians. The Bill of Rights
was pretty tough stuff even in
those days-typicallv Northern Virginian." -Charles
McDowell
The regional differences of
many parts of Virginia can
often be traced far back in
history.
Eastern Virginia became
the home of the wealthy
plantation gentry in the early
history of the Old Dominion
and thus became a political
power center, a tradition
which continues today with
both the cavaliers of ■ the
conservative establishment
and the strength of the urban
areas being rooted in; the
eastern part of Virginia.
Geography, of course,
determined that western and
Southwest Virginia would be
different and in the Shenandoah Valley the flood of
German and Scotch-Irish
immigrants added another
dimension
Slave-holding
was
dominant in Southside in the
pre-Civil Wars years and after
Reconstruction the supposed
"threat" of the large black
population affected
the
regions
politics,
best
exemplified by its hysterical
stand
during
Massive
Resistance.
Northern Virginia
is
usually considered a new
addition to Virginia's diverse
regional composition, gaining
its distinct identity by the
relatively recent expansion of
the federal government
during the New Deal period.
Although Northern
Virginia, as it is known today,

Ofie S/a/e of
DCoriAern Virginia
par/ three
is a rather new development, differences between
it and other parts of Virginia
can be found in early Virginia
history. As far back as the
days erf Lord Fairfax the land
north of the Rappahannock
was somehow "different."
"The separateness is
rooted deep in the past and
has been accentuated
by
situations
which
have
developed since then," notes
D.
Alan
Williams,
an
associate professor of history
at the University of Virginia
who
teaches
a
course
stressing
the
regional
distinctions in Virginia.
"The first noticeable
distinction which can
be
drawn," says Professor
Williams, is the grant of land
between the Potomac and
Rappahannock Rivers by
King Charles II to the
Culpeper-Fairfax
families.
The entire area was
originaljvcalled the Northern
Neck, although today this
designation applies only to the
peninsula between
the
two rivers.
The land tenure system, the
ownership of land and the
payment of land taxes soon
became different in this
section
and
rivalries
developed
between
the
planters north of the Rappahannock and those in the
James-Yor.- river basins and
the Piedmont.
These rivalries became
entwined with the politics of
the day (mid-18th century)
and figured prominently in the
disputes between the Ohio
Land Company and the Loyal
and Greenbrier Land Company.
This pitted tbe,-.Lees;,
Masons,
Mercers
and

Washingtons of the Northern
Neck against the RandolphRobinson clan in the JamesYork area.
It should be noted that
those plantation owners in the
Northern
Neck
were
somewhat estranged from the
Virginia
government by
virtue of geography.
The
capital
always
remained along the James
River
(Jamestown,
Williamsburg, later Richmond), thus giving the powers
in the James-York basin better
access to the government than
those who lived farther north.
Following the revolution,
Alexandria, Richmond and
Norfolk competed intensely
for commercial supremacy.
As the population grew and
pushed west, conflict arose
between canal companies, one
advocating the Potomac, and
the other the James, as the
best route to the developing
territory of Ohio.
Later, railroads in the
northern parts of Virginia
competed with those farther
south for traffic to the western
lands.
In 1819 a severe panic
ruined the farming economy
of northern Virginia (note
lower case "n"). The Erie
Canal opened in 1825 and
thousands of families used it
to migrate west.
The
agricultural base in the
northern section of Virginia
never fully recovered from
this blow.
On the eve of the Civil War,
Quaker and New England
farmers settled in the area,
marking the first immigration
of "Yankees."
Alexandria and Arlington
County, it should be noted,
were part of the District of
■£*

Columbia for most of the
years preceeding the War, as
part of the original grant to
the federal government by
Virginia to match a similar
cession by Maryland on the
other side;of the Potomac.
So what constitutes the
very heart of Northern
Virginia today, sometimes
considered "not really part of
Virginia" was, from 1792 to
1846, when the federal
government returned it.

actually not a part of the state.
So the seeds of regionalism
in Northern Virginia were
planted. The Civil War helped
nurture them.
Federal forces easily occupied the Virginia side of the
Potomac and,
although
Confederate forces were close
in the two battles at
Manassas, there was never a
serious attempt to retake the
region or assault Washington.
During the war a "restored
government" was set up in
Alexandria
by
Francis
Pierpont, the "governor" of a
Virginia which then included
only the federally, occupied
areas of Northern Virginia,
the Eastern Shore and Norfolk. Northern Virginia thus
existed as a quasi-state free of
control from Richmond for
nearly three years.
(Continued on Page 6)
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C Readers' formiT)
Talk of mutiny, naivete
9
and The Breeze s hot air

•wVlfttf

To the editor:
Do my eyes deceive me or
do I read of rumblings, talk of
mutiny, and what not, against
The Breeze's fine arts critic
(self-appointed or otherwise)
Jeff Byrne?
Gad and zooks, what
foolishness, what lamentable
naivete, ladies! All you do by
calling into question Mr.
Byrne's "professionalism and
credibility" (I suppose this
means
his journalistic
professionalism and
credibility) is betray your
ignorance of what the "new
journalism" is all about.
Obviously this trouble
stems from your living in "the
good ole days," and supposed
high noon of reporting when
the nature of the job was to set
forth a^escriptive account of
"rfV '.HP-^let the reader be
the judge.
Fortunately,
we've
outgrown such crude, barbaric practices. Today the
media person is a highly
trained specialist in the field
of
data
gathering,
assimilating,
and
interpretation. And only he is
capable of grasping the
tremendous scope of media
events (things like Messrs.
Hall and Oates' concert) and
render them (like lard) into
manageable size for peons
like you and me.
The people cannot be
trusted to make their own

decisions
about
books,
music, and politics. We just
don't have the expertise to
deal with such important
issues. (And, too; if we did
what would people like Byrne
do for a living?)
With this in mind, who,
then, would dare question Mr.
Byrne's psychoanalytical
interpretation of Mr. Hall's
actions, lyrics, or the
emotional responses of the
female
segment of the
audience?
This is only realistic,
responsible reporting at its
best He is closely following
the high tenets of his trade and
being a faithful pastor of his
uncultured flock " by presenting events as they really are
(or should be). He is aiding
the reader ,to overcome any
'myoPiaor distorted view 0f
reality.

word) are not the head and
chest respectively, but the
crotch.
My advice to the immature
reader is, "Go to the crotch
and be wise."
Keep up the good work,Mr.
Byrne, as you endeavor to
meet the high standards set
forth by The Breeze, which
continually amazes me by the
amount of hot air it produces,
edition after edition after
edition...
D. S. Preston
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Adviser lauded
To the editor:
I have recently learned that
Robyn Krug, associate
director of student affairs,
will soon be leaving JMU for a
new position in Florida.
Because Robyn has been
serving as an adviser to our
Student
Government
Association, I find it most
important to acknowledge the
great job she has done.
With Robyn leaving James
Madison University, we are
losing a very helpful and
devoted person.
Always
friendly and open minded, she
has
effectively
and
meaningfully shared the
concerns of many students It
is her sincere interest and
assistance for JMU students
that has gained her the
respect and admiration which

she most certainly deserves.
Robyn's personality and
leadership abilities have
enabled her to help students in
areas
from
"cutting
university red tape" to coping
with academic problems. I
suppose it is these qualities
and abilities which make
Robyn's departure from
JMU so disappointing.
In any case, I hope that the
students who have been
fortunate enough to work with
Robyn will acknowledge the
great job she has performed.
I'm sure that in her new
position Robyn's personality
and helpful nature will again
lead her to success. JMU and
its SGA will miss her!
Darrell L. Pile
SGA Treasurer

♦

How childish it is that some
readers should feel squeamish
or resentful about Mr. Byrne's
remarks!
Clearly those
comments
are
merely
vestiges of an out of date,
stifling, puritanical mentality
Cast off those bonds of
religion,
restraint, and
moderation that keep warping
your reasoning faculties; all
you have to lose is your soul.
We must realize, as Mr.
Byrne has made us aware,
that the seat of intelligence
and "magnanimity" (quaint

Affirmative action is reverse discrimination

By BILL BORGES
Several decades ago,
George Orwell wrote in his
"Politics and the English
Language" that, for political
and economic reasons,
language is often purposely
misused in order to attempt to
defend the indefensible.
There is no better example
today than the "affirmative
action" program.
This action, imposed by the
states, requires that minority
groups be given preference in
hiring. This program has
produced many undesirable
problems and costs and has
resulted in the legislation of

individual
and
ethnic
preferences in violation of our
basift beliefs in liberty and
individual freedom.
In
September,
1965,
President Lyndon Johnson,
issued Executive Order 11246
forbidding discrimination in
hiring, and mandating all
Federal contractors to take
"affirmative action" against
discrimination because of
race, color, religion or
national origin. Three years
later, "sex" was added as a
consideration.
The Labor Department
then delegated its authority

-f-

for enforcement of the new
order to the Office of Civil
Rights, a part of the Health,
Education, and Welfare
Department bureaucracy.
Unfortunately, this move has
had
catastrophic
consequences and was not in the
best interests of the American
people.
HEW expanded the intent
and scope of affirmative
action without the benefit of
explicit congressional or
judicial sanction. The major
target, after businesses,
became educational • institutions.
Marco DeFunis made news
a few years ago when he was
denied admission to the
University of Washington Law
School.
DeFunis scored
higher than 30 fellow applicants who were SUDsequently admitted.
They
were black. He was white. He
was also Jewish, another
minority group by some
standards, but not by HEW's
standards.

The Breeze welcomes
responses
to editorials and guestspots

DeFunis' court appeals
were lost. There have been
many similar cases filed, and
the result has been the same.
Now opponents have rallied
behind Allan Bakke, who has
become a "cause celebre"
with his fight against this
same evil.
Bakke was denied admission to the medical school
at the University of California
because of a special minority
program in which the school

had set aside 16 spaces for
"minority," students, even
though their grades and test
scores were considerably
lower than Bakke's.
This program had several
objectives; first, to promote
aspiration for and access to
medical careers previously
denied such students by
disadvantageous socioeconomic backgrounds; and
second, to diversify and
thereby enrich both the
student body and the medical
profession.
But whatever the objectives, the program, Bakke

The Right Angle
charged, was racially biased
against him, depriving him of
equal protection under the
Fourteenth Amendment.
Upon learning that the
State Supreme Court's ruling
in Mr. Bakke's favor would be
reviewed, Supreme Court
watchers immediately anticipated a landmark decision
on the constitutionality of
what critics of preferential
admission consider "reverse
discrimination."
San Jose State University
President John Bunzel, a well
known liberal, has said
"Affirmative action is the
worst form of condescension.

It is also a distorted definition
of equality. It carries with it
the principle that, in order to
make some people equal, we
must use the authority of the
state
to
make
others
unequal."
Bunzel could not have put it
any plainer, as even intentionally benign racial
discrimination is socially
divisive. It helps propagate
the notion that minority
students are intellectually
inferior.
No rational individual can
support bias, racism or
discrimination
which
Erohibits qualified women,
lacks or any other group or
individual from obtaining
professional employment.
Yet, by implementation of
affirmative
action
programming, academic and
professional standards have
been forcibly waived and
state-mandated
discrimination by sex, ethnic
groups and age has been
substituted to the detriment of
all concerned.
In sum, affirmative action
is nothing new: the Nazis
tried it, the Soviets expanded
on it, and throughout history
totalitarian regimes have
enforced it.
The only thing that it affirms is the loss of individual
liberty. Let us hope that the
Supreme Court sees, in its
true light, that affirmative
action
is
reverse
discrimination which invidiously violates our most
basic constitutional
guarantees. • '.'■ >'. . ■ '

*>.'#
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Jeans make friendliness;
coats, ties make knowledge
convinced
that
their
classroom attire was of no
importance," according to
Rollman's study.
"They
argued that a 'good' teacher
can and should rise above
what were considered to be
ephemeral and tangential
aspects of the teaching
situation," he said.
Other teachers believed
that a teacher's dress was
important but they held
separate opinions, according
to Rollman. Several persons
believed that a teacher needs
to maintain some distance
from his or her students and
that this can be partially
achieved through dressing in
a manner unlike the students.
Other instructors thought a
teacher would be perceived
more positively according to
how well he or she was able to
relate to the students. They
thought they could relate
better to students by dressing
in a similar manner to them.
Rollman used two sets of
photographs
to
survey
students' responses to various
styles of teachers' dress. One
set was a series of three
photographs of a male dressed
in informal , moderate and
formal attire. The other set
was a series of a female
dressed in a similar manner.
The photographs showed the
models only from the neck
down.
The students rated each of
the perceived teachers on
five-point rating scales
covering
ten
positive
characteristics of teachers.
The characteristics were fair,
sympathetic toward students'
problems, knowledgeable,
enthusiastic, friendly,
flexible,
organized,
stimulating, well-prepared for
class and clear.

By THERESA BEALE
Jeans may make a
university professor seem
friendlier toward students but
a coat and tie will make him
appear more knowledgeable,
according to a study conducted by a James Madison
University professor.
A study of teachers' dress
styles by Dr. Steven Rollman,
assistant professor of communication arts, has revealed
that dress may have "some
impact" on students' perceptions of teachers. Rollman
tested 100 Pennsylvania State
University students last year
to determine the effectiveness
of teachers' dress in the
classroom. He was a communications instructor at
Penn. State.
Rollman's interest in
nonverbal communication in
the classroom caused him to
examine how students perceive their teachers through
dress habits, he said. He
became interested in the
subjecMfltej;. talking with a
graduate student enrolled in a
college course designed to
train teachers.
The professor teaching the
course advised his students to
"dress up" in order to achieve
maximum credibility with
their students.
After
reviewing relevant literature,
Rollman found no "basis
experimentally" for this
theory. He decided an exploratory study was needed to
"see if teachers' dress
potentially made any difference at all."
Upon discussing the effects
of dress with teachers in a
classroom communication
course, Rollman said he
discovered a distinct division
of opinion.
"Some teachers were
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James Madison University
debaters won trophies last
weekend in a tournament at
Ohio State University and the
West Virginia Wesleyan
College Fall Debate Tournament.
Bill Mitchell and Mark
Reisinger, varsity debaters,
won an Octo-finalist trophy at
the Ohio State tournament
after a 6-2 preliminary round
record that put them as sixth
seed in the octo-finals.
Mitchell and Reisinger lost
to Bradley Univeristy in the
octos although they had
defeated Bradley earlier in
the competition.
In the Wesleyan tour-

nament, JMU debaters
participated in varsity and
junior varsity divisions.
Junior varsity debaters
Angela Hochmeister and
Steve Holsinger won a semifinalist trophy after achieving
a 6-2 preliminary round
record and defeating St.
Joseph's College in the
quarter-finals. Hochmeister
and Holsinger lost to George
Mason University in the semifinals and George Mason went
on to win the tournament.
Steve Nunn and Jim McCauley had a 3-5 preliminary
round record in the varsity
division.
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The fifty subjects who
responded to the photographs
of the male teacher perceived
the informally-dressed model
as being sympathetic toward
students' problems, friendly,
and flexible. The moderatelydressed teacher was judged to
be most stimulating and clear.
The formally dressed teacher
was perceived as most
knowledgeable, organized,
and well-prepared for class.
Another 50 students perceived the informally dressed
female teacher as very fair,
sympathetic toward students'
firoblems. enthusiastic,
riendly.
flexible,
and
stimulating.
In moderate
dress, she was judged to be
most clear.
kThe female
teacher in formal dress was
thought to be especially well
organized and well-prepared
for class, according to
Rollman's study.
The students' perceptions
of teachers through, dress is
"based on stereotypes which
they have in their own heads,"
Rollman said.
The informally-dressed teacher is
based on the "younger"
stereotype which students
hold, thus they think of the
teacher as an instructor,
Rollman said.
Moderately
dressed teachers may cause a
student to think of a young
assistant professor, according
to Rollman, while a formally
dressed teacher holds the
stereotype of a full professor,
appearing older and more
knowledgeable.
"Teachers should be aware
that dress contributes to the
ways in which they will be
perceived," Rollman said,
adding that although dress
has some impact, it is only one

JJj
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Marshall Tucker Band
9
assuming role of'top dog
By CUTCH ARMSTRONG
As part of James Madison
University's
first
homecoming celebration, the
Campus Program Board will
present the Marshall Tucker
Band in Godwin Hall Saturday
night at 8 p.m.
Godwin Hall serves as the
stage for the first JMU appearance by the favorite sons
of
Spartanburg,
South
Carolina.
Led chiefly by lead
guitarist Toy Caldwell, the
Marshall Tucker Band blends
the sounds of country, jazz,
rock, and blues with a w§sto,,»v.,
swing tint.
The band is primarily
known for its tunes "Can't
You See," "Take the Highway," and "Fire on the
Mountain."
With the release of their
latest album, "Carolina
Dreams," the band's alreadygrowing following has increased substantially.
Five of their six LPs have
been certified "gold"
In
addition, they copped their
first Number One single with
"Heard It in a Love Song"
from the "Carolina Dreams"
album.
The Marshall Tucker Band
has been an entity for about
seven years. Previously the
nucleus of the band was

performing as the Toy Factory.
In 1972, the group recorded
their first LP, titled simply
"The Marshall Tucker Band."
The following year brought
one of their most popular
records, "A New Life." This
album contained "24 Hours at
a Time," another MTB
trademark song.
Subsequent album releases
included "Where We All
Belong," "Searching for a
Rainbow," and "Long Hard
Ride."
The group plans to release
Uieir. seventh, album, a- jive
double record set, "in
November.
The Tucker boys first
gained significant notoriety a
few years ago when they
opened for the Allman
Brothers Band on one of the
Allman's tours.
Since the recent demise of
the Allman Brothers Band,
the Marshall Tucker Band has
assumed the role of "top dog"
in the Southern Rock category
of music.
But perhaps their most
noted accomplishment occured at the beginning of this
year. The Tuckers graced the
White House stage at Jimmy
Carter's inaugural
extravaganza.
Group members include

Book review:

Asimov's latest
'inconsistent'

Toy Caldwell's brother
Tommy, who plays bass
guitar, and George McCorkle,
the rhythm guitarist. These
two men assist Toy Caldwell
with the songwriting chores.
Toy has written most of the
Tucker tunes but Tommy and
George do their fair share.
Drummer Paul Riddle is
just 22. He plays drums like
an accomplished veteran. He
should. The band snatched
Riddle up to play the drums
when he was 16. They made a
good choice too.
,, sJ e r FX . E«,b a n k s' ,
"saxdphOn'S and*imte work" "
sweetens Marshall Tucker's
music. The flavor he adds is
unique to Southern rock
music.
Doug Gray handles most of
lead vocal responsibilities
with relative ease. When not
singing, he and McCorkle
frequent the drag strips of
South Carolina. Both men are
avid drag racing fans and
Gray even races cars himself.
The capa bilities of these six
' men provide for good harddriving country rock. The
Marshall Tucker band pleases
audiences wherever they
perform.
People
are
discovering how easy it is to LOUNGING IN THE SUN, a James Madison University student
takes time out for a nap in front of Wilson Hall.
be captivated by their musical
blends and exceptional solos.
Photo by Mark Thompson

By JIM DAWSON
Isaac Asimov's latest science fiction anthology, "The Bicentennial Man," is, at best,
an uneven and inconsistent offering.
The book is a collection of Asimov's short
stories written over the past ten years for
various publishers. Unfortunately, the works
run the literary gamut from the absolutely
inane to the sensitively aesthetic, with erratic
peaks and valleys in between.
Asimov has reached the questionably enviable stage in his career where anything he
writes is all but guaranteed a publisher on the
selling appeal of the author's name alone.
Consequently, the stories in "The Bicentennial Man" originally appeared in such
diverse .publications as Bell Telephone
Magazine, High Fidelity, Ellery Queen's
Mystery Magazine, and The New York Times,
as well as the more likely science fiction
markets.
It would be nice to be able to say that
Asimov's writings maintain an appropriate
level of quality regardless of market and
without thought for the near impossibility of
their rejection. However/such is not the case.
The bad stories generally fail for one major
reason-they read as if they were thought up
and written on the spur of the moment without
a whole lot of consideration, then left in rough
draft form to be printed.
"Marching In" is a perfect example. I
would be honestly surprised if this story took
longer than a half-hour from initial idea to
finished manuscript.
The story's plot of adapting musical
melodies to influence the brainwaves of mental
patients is executed in so ploddingly and
uninteresting a manner that it fails even as a
light filler piece.
"The Tercentary Incident," "Waterclap."
and "Stranger In Paradise" are similarly dull
and predictable, written in such a lifeless style
as to leave the reader wondering how a writer
with the talent Asimov has shown elsewhere
could produce such dry tedium.
Even Asimov's science is questionable in
one story Maybe it really is possible for a

spaceship to orbit a black hole for two weeks
positioned close enough for one of the
astronauts to stand outside the ship and throw
in meteors, but the situation sounds rather
strained.
Thankfully, "The Bicentennial Man" is not
so void of redeeming qualities as the majority
of the stories would seem to indicate. The title
story, for example, is the touching and sensitively handled tale of a robot's yearnings for
a personal humanity.
"The Bicentennial Man" is a somber,
almost Bra'dbury-ish work which succeeds on
its own merits as a complete and self-sufficient
entity.
There is no twist ending, no surprise gimmickry, and the title has nothing whatsoever to
do with the year 1976. In spite of (or because
of) these factors, the story clicks.
"That Thou Art Mindful of Him" is another
robot story, written as a capstone of sorts to all
of Asimov's robot stories.
The plot concerns the three laws of robotics
which all of Asimov's robots adhere to:
1. A robot may not injure a human being or,
through inaction, allow a human being to come
to harm.
2. A robot must obey the orders given it by
human beings except where such orders would
conflict with the First Law.
3. A robot must protect its own existence, as
long as such protection does not conflict with
the First or Second Law.
The conflict comes when two robots begin
wondering exactly how "man" should be
defined, and arrive at a definitely unpleasant
conclusion.
"The Bicentennial Man" is a book which
seems to be aimed primarily at Asimov
completists, who will appreciate having the
various stories brought together in book form
for their collection, and at those persons who
might buy the book on the reasoning that
Asimov is a writer who can be trusted to put
out consistently good works.
The former group might be happy with the
collection, but the latter will be a bit more
skeptical in the future.
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Going from Lord Fairfax to Chuck Robb
(Continued from Page 2t
After the war the Reconstruction government of John
Underwood (much despised in
other parts of the state) came
from the area, creating further suspicion of Northern
Virginia among the exConfederates who, after

Reconstruction, constituted
the traditional leadership in
Virginia.
"No matter what the
residents might say," says
Professor Williams, "they had
not shared in the agony of
defeat, the glory of serving the
Lost Cause, nor the unifying

Reconof
expenence
struction."
When the federal military
government was withdrawn
and service in the Confederate
army became a requirement
for those seeking political and
social success, Northern
Virginia was made an out-

Virginia, not today's Northern
Virginia.
The area did not come to
have a distinct identity until
this century.
The present position of
Northern Virginia as, in the
words of Fairfax County
(Continued on Page 7>

sider, through no fault of its
own.
When the term "Northern
Virginia" came to have its
present meaning is not certain. Robert E. Lee led the
Army of Northern Virginia
but it drew from the
geographical northern
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The new battleground
(Continued from Page 6)
Supervisor Martha Pennino,
"a stepchild not worthy of
consideration" results from
two events in the past 40 years
which pitted the conservative
southern government in Richmond against "northern
liberals" in Washington, and
by association, Northern
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Virginia the New Deal and
Massive Resistance.
The expansion of federal
power under Roosevelt's New
Deal brought many government
workers
from
throughout the country into
Northern Virginia.
"Not only were many of
those not Virginia-born, but
many were involved in
governmental programs not
sanctioned or accepted by the
Virginia leadership,"
Williams said.
"The bias against a strong
federal government, rooted in
the republicanism of Jefferson and Madison was ex
ginded in the heydey of the
yrd organization to become
the touchstone of Virginia
politics.
"And
all
Northern
Virginians were by nature
contaminated by
their
proximity to Washington
which in Virginia politics and
society is a word enunciated
with a certain degree of
disgust."
These newcomers "did not
regard themselves as moving
to Virginia," notes Helen
Miller, wife of Col. Francis
Pickens Miller who fought the
Byrd Machine in the '50s and
mother of former attorney
general Andrew
Miller.
"They just lived the consumer
part of their lives there, while
their living and their friends
and interests centered in
Washington."
The growth of the federal
government
created
a
suburbia
in
Northern
Virginia. The communities
encountered problems unique
in the state and which could
not be solved by Virginia's
sacrosanct financial policy of
"pay-as-you-go."
Thus Northern Virginia, as
Other urban areas were to do
later, threatened Virginia's
political structure.
"The 'fiscal responsibility'

watchword did not offer the
attraction to the urban
dwellers, much more accustomed to a life in which
credit played a more and
more important part, than it
did to the farmer whose experience of credit related to
forclosed mortgages, crop
failures, etc.," Miller said.
James J. Kilpatrick, now a
nationally syndicated
columnist, broke in as a cub
reporter in Richmond in 1942
and covered every session of
the General Assembly from
1944 to 1966.
"No question about it," he
stated, "Northern Virginia
was regarded as the redheaded stepchild.
With a
couple of exceptions, the Byrd
Organization had few supporters there.
"The Organization based
part of its appeal on Virginia
tradition; Arlington County
was thought to have none.
Against the general conservatism of most of the State,
Northern Virginia offered
what was interpreted in Richmond as flaming, parlor-pink
liberalism."
"The demand for greater
local self-government brought
requests for powers completely novel and foreign to
the delegates from Accomac,
Nelson, Cumberland, etc.,"
notes
former Delegate
Harrison Mann of Arlington.
"Whoever heard of a
county wanting such an
outlandish thing as a parking
authority?" he asks.
Arlington and Fairfax
refused to incorporate into
cities and solve their
problems "like the other
cities" because "Virginia was
rural-oriented and "counties"
got a bigger share of the
financial pie than cities," he
remarks.
Thus the city-like counties
of Northern Virginia "cut in
(Continued on Page 8)
paid political announcement
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History: from Lord Fairfax to Chuck Robb
(Continued from Page 7)
on the money that had
heretofore been going to the
rural counties," Mann notes.
"I don't think Northern
Virginia was thought of as a
distinct part of the state until
the racial problems of school
desegregation, and then the
problems were ripped open
for everyone to see," says

Charles
McDowell,
Washington columnist for the
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
Northern Virginians were
more educated and, with no
Deep Southern culture to cling
to, were more willing to accept integration.
Northern
Virginians
"absoutely were not going to
close their public schools" to

Jeans: friendliness
(Continued from Page 4)
variable in classroom interaction
Dress may be most important at the beginning of a
course foi* "first impressions"
when the students are sizing
up the teacher, according to
Rollman.
It probably
becomes less important as the
students get to know the
teacher better, he said.
A particular style of dress
cannot be recommended for
teacher^"» ^pordmg
to
Rollman, because it depends
on the teacher's goals in the
classroom.
"If a teacher has certain
interpersonal goals he wants
to achieve, one thing he can
use is dress," he said, adding
that while one style of dress
may enhance some teachers'
characteristics, it may prove
to be less positive on other
characteristics.
"For example, if a teacher
chooses to dress in an extremely informal style he or
(she would seemingly enhance
the probability of being

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

perceived as sympathetic,
friendly and flexible, while
simultaneously
decreasing
the probability of being
perceived as well organized
and well-prepared," according to Rollman's study.
Several variables in the
effects of dress in the
classroom still need to be
studied, Rollman said.
A
sudden shift in dress habits,
the subject matter of the
course, and the degree to
wiueira leacitef's dress habits
and sex affect students need to
be examined more closely, he
said.
Rollman plans to look at
each of the nonverbal
variables affecting classroom
interaction, including
physical environment,
posture, distance) and facial
expressions to see which are
more important.
He is
planning to develop a theory
of nonverbal communication
in the classroom and also
plans to write .a textbook on
nonverbal
communication.

avoid integration while the
Southern, with a capital "S,"
leadership in Richmond would
do anything to prevent blacks
from attending sthe same
schools as whites.
"Then," says McDowell, "I
think the differences between
Northern Virginia and the rest
of Virginia, which were just
talked about in theory before.
became very real."
. Massive Resistance to
integration was "almost
wa;\" he says, between
Northern Virginia and the rest
of the state.
"Busloads of earnest,
liberal-minded
Northern
'Virginians came down to

Richmond to the hearings (on
ways to combat the Supreme
Court decision)
and encountered defensive, reactive
"Massive Registers."
"Here came all these
Northern Virginians with
Yankee accents telling
Southerners how easy it was
to integrate."
For Northern Virginia,
with a, five percent black
population, it was.
For
Southside, where whites were
often in the minority, it
seemed the end of civilization.
Northern
Virginians
"thought it was just a bunch of
hopeless bigots," McDowell
says.

"One of the first acts of
Massive Resistance was the
General Assembly forbidding
Arlington County to elect its
school board because it was
feared that the board would
integrate Arlington's schools.
Henceforth, the school
board would be chosen by a
judge appointed by the
legislature.
In time, of course,
Arlington and Norfolk became
the first Virginia communities
to integrate their schools.
For the Byrd Organization,
Northern Virginia was thus
lost to the infidels forever and
it was written off as far as
(Continued on Page 9)
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History: from Lord Fairfax to Chuck Robb
(Continued from Pages)
state politics was concerned.
The General Assembly was
apportioned to the benefit of
rural areas and the disadvantage of urban areas. Thus
the strength of Northern
Virginia was kept at a
minimum until the 1966 reapportionment, which will be

examined in part four of this
series.
"The old misconceptions
were costly to Virginia, says
James J. Kilpatrick. "Two of
the finest figures we had in
public life, at least in my time
in Richmond, were Charlie
Fenwick (who lost the
Democratic nomination for

Breeze^ classifieds bring results
$.50 for first 25 words

lieutenant governor in 1945)
and Army Booth (who fought
against
"Massive
Resistance" and almost won
the Democratic nomination
for the U.S. Senate in 1966),
but both of them were tainted
by their identification with
Northern Virginia."
Less than 20 years ago,
historian Marshall Fishwick
wrote an account of the
Virginia Lady, an arch-type
Southern belle, reprimanding
an impertinent guest:
"Next you'll lambast the
Byrd machine. There isn't a

JMU's
Student Alumni
Association
presents
these Homecoming Events
Ms. Madison Contest October 25-27
Mum Sale
October 28 and 29
Homecoming Parade
October 29,
llam
Also Assisting with Half-time show
and presentation of awards

/

state in the Union as basically
satisfied with the way it's
being run as is Virginia. Don't
all the country people like Mr.
Byrd?"
"Yes, but the cities don't.
Up
around Arlington-"
"That's not
Virginia.
Virginia
starts
at
Fredericksburg. We ought to
lop off those northern
counties and give them to the
Yankee bureacucrats who live
there. People in the real
cities, like Richmond and
Danville and Petersburg-the
ones that amounted to

something in General Lee's
day-are very content with
Mr. Byrd. And so am I."
How ironic it is that today
Virginia seems not only ready~
to elect a lieutenant governor
from Northern Virginia
(Chuck Robb) by a Targe
margin, but also that the
decisive battleground between gubernatorial candidates Henry Howell and
John Dalton has turned out to
be Northern Virginia.
History sometimes plays
tricks on us and it always has
the last laugh.
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OFFICE INTERVIEWS
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Oct. 31-Nov. 2-U.S.
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Nov. 2--Rose's Stores,
Inc.
Walker
Manufacturing Co.
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Nov.
3--Capital
University Law School
Nov. 9 Minnesota
Fabrics, Inc.

Scooter'g Nooze
The Commuter Student
Newsletter, "Scooter's
Nooze." has been delayed in
publication due to the back
order of paper by suppliers to
the bookstore. It should
publish again before Nov. 2
and resume its regular bimonthly schedule. "Scooter's
Nooze"
is
distributed
throughout the campus center
or can be obtained by writing
"Scooter." Box M-25.

^Announcements
Commuter positions

Haunted house

The Executive Board of the
Commuter Student Committee has two openings
available to commuting
students. The positions are
Publicity Coordinator and
Manpower Coordinator. For
information contact Wayne
Baker at 434-3537 or Box 168.

Circle K's Haunted House
has been rescheduled for Oct.
28 and Oct. 30 from 7-10 p.m.
each night. The performances
will be in the Wampler
Theater on South Main Street.
Admission is 75 cents and
proceeds will go to the local
chapter of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society.
Volunteers are still needed to
help with acting, set design,
sound and light, make up,
costumes and other areas. If
interested call Chuck Berlin,
7126, or Pete Fakoury, 4498, or
write Circle K at box 4264.

SGA secretary

A special election for the
position of S.G.A. secretary
SGA meeting
will be held Nov. 1. Students
wishing to run for this office
The SGA will have an
may obtain election rules,
orientation meeting for all
petitions and declarations at
organizational presidents and
treasurers Thursday at 6 p.m. . the S.G.A. office on the first
floor of the campus center.
in room A of the campus
Declarations of intentions and
center. The SGA Treasurer
petitions must be submitted
will go over points concerning
for approval by 12 noon Oct.
allotment of money to campus
28.
organizations.

Doughnut sale
The English Club will have
a doughnut sale Oct. 31 at the
kiosk in front of the dining hall
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., or until
all the doughnuts are sold.

Nov.
16-Burroughs
Wellcome Co.

Jazz trombonist
Jazz
trombonist
Kai
Winding will appear in a
concert and clinic with the
JMU Jazz Ensemble and
Trombone Choir on Nov. 2, at
Turner Ashby High School.
Winding, a native of Denmark, was feature soloist with
the Benny Goodman and Stan
Kenton bands. He teamed
with J. J. Johnson to produce a
number of record albums and
is currently concentrating his
efforts toward guest performances and clinics with
school and university musical
organizations.
The fee for the clinic, which
will be held from 4-5:30 p.m.,
is $1 Admission to the 8 p.m.
concert is $2. For further
information, contact Dr.
George West at 433-6393, or
James Wampler at 879-2211.

Vocal recital
Sally Lance, assistant
professor of music at JMU,
will present a vocal recital
Sunday at 3 p.m. in Wilson
Auditorium. Gertrud Burau,
a former voice teacher at
JMU, will perform several
duets with Lance. Sunday's
program will include two
Handel duets, four Brahms
duets, a duet from Menotti's
"The Old Maid and the Thief,''
and a humorous piece by
Hewitt. 'Lance, a soprano, will
also perform music by Rossini
and Donnezetti and a group of
French art songs. The recital
is open to the public free of
charge.
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Haiaakin MaHaaa* haMrt

3.32

DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORES
4.79
3.13
3.13
1.59
t.?9
1.69
1.49
239
2.19
369

Cloverleaf Shopping Center
Harrisofibus-g, Va. 433-9148

All
MARSHALL TUCKER BAND

ALBUMS 10 * OFF

UabfraamHek Carmaa Saftliakt
199
Mataai Rota Partaaal
2.99
TraaMaaa Zaaia ttailaa
.1.99
Utstrissa Zaaia Kalian
...199
flak Ckablit Galla fifth
- 1.S9
Pink Cablii Oalto mag 1% Mrs*
2.99
Wina mattir Pink - Ran* - WhHn Na§ ]i| 2.99
TyralHa tola Soft Watt* »/i jal
199
TJ SMM AH flaaart
Taytofi Tablt Ninas Aat)...

f

HOdClOO

T

COUPON

!

CM
CM

o

1.59
199

Strah't Party Ka§a iaa. ar«an aab/

26.95

Maa Ribban Party Kajt alap. sraVs acly
V/t aal
13.7$

This fine authentic English
Fish and Chips house also
features delicious Colonial
Fried Chicken, man sized
submarines at modest prices.
Be sure to try beer on tap. a
lager and lime or coleslaw
made fresh daily.

tlaa Ribban & 014 MM Party Kt§t
22.75
Efft Gra.a "A" atlra larfa Bos
69
Milk Saaaaa4aak PrMa 1 § al ja§
.1.59
Baaaa Eiakay QnaWy Ik..................1.29

815 E. Market St., Harrisonburg
433-8784

Convenient Drive-Up Window
Call Ahead For Fast
Take Out Service

lea Fraa 2 Baas «Hk1te| (1.IS walai - Fraa)
Frl-Sat aaan HI mi.nifkt
-»«''

11. i

J

.i.

i»i

^wFnmFj^w

•

—

—

L
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Halloween Savings at
The University Square...'
savings up to 40% off on junior
blouses, dresses, skirts and
sweaters. 10% off on men's flannel
shirts. Plus many other in store
specials. Sale runs Friday, Saturday'
and Monday.the 28th, 29th and31st.j
You're in for a real treat!"

Tke UicuieMciij Sqiuwe
56 South Main Street

OPEN
9:30-5 DAILY
Thurs. & Fri.
nights til 9pm
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City parking -controversy
(Continued from Page 1)
Lane (which is inside the
zone) on April 13, 1977.
Five days later he wrote a
letter to Harrisonburg Mayor
Roy Erickson which briefly
described what had happened,
cited the State Supreme Court
ruling as well as the "equal
protection" clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment and
informed Erickson that he
would plead not guilty to the
charge and would ask for a
trial on its constitutionality.
According to the letter, the
Virginia Supreme Court ruled
Jan. 14 that the parking ordinance in Arlington County
"created as one class those
who were entitled to permits
consisting of residents... and

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI
Renew OLd Acquaintances At The Adventure
In Gourmet Eating And Shopping
»

\

ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES

DELICATESSEN and
CLUB ROOM

w^

60 W. WATER ST., HARRISONBURG

0

&

Huddle said there will
almost certainly be exceptions to this decision
however.
Specifically, he
said, opponents of similar
parking bans will cite the
court's statement that a
"community may also decide
that restrictions on the flow of
outside traffic into particular
residential areas would
enhance the Quality of life
there by reducing noise,
traffic hazards and litter."
(Condnued on Page 15)

»4f*4

A^P

Pepsi-Cola 16 oz. 8ph. plus deposit
Schmidts cans bph
Lowenbrau bph. bottles.......
Oallo Hearty Burgundy Mag
Yukon Orinhs qt. bottles
Apple Cider
. .,
ft J A
Red Rome Apples 81b. bag

way or the other," Huddle
said.
"The question still
lingers but I feel like I could
have beaten it."
One possible reason the
court dismissed the charge is
that it was waiting for a
decision by the U.S. Supreme
Court on residential parking
bans, Huddle said.
The
Supreme Court ruled Oct. 11
that communities have the
right to prevent commuters
from parking in residential
neighborhoods.
This decision specifically
referred to the Arlington
County ordinance, which
restricts weekday parking to
residents by issuing them
special permits.
The
Harrisonburg ordinance is
"very similar" to this one,
according to Treva Bradburn,
a spokeswoman for the
Harrisonburg Police
Department.
"The Supreme Court ruling
has definitely weakened our
stand," according to Huddle.
"It applies only to the case in
Arlington County but will
serve as a precedent for other
cases." —'

Wve got
what you want.

OPEN
Mon.-Sat. 8.JU1. to 1 A.M. Sun. 10 A.M. to 1 A.M.

A*

as the other class all other
persons who were denied
permits..." the court held the
ordinance "...invalid as a
denial of equal protection."
"I had no intention of ever
paying the parking ticket,"
Huddle said; "The permit
parking ordinance is clearly
unconstitutional; it violates
the Fourteenth Amendment
on its face value."
The Fourteenth Amendment provides that no state
shall "deny; to any person
within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws."
Permit parking, Huddle
continued, is simply an effort
to "please an elitist class in
town who just don't like the
idea of students parking in
front of their homes." The
ordinance is there "not for
neighborhood preservation,
but appeasement," he said.
Huddle received no reply
from Mayor Erickson or any
other city official, he said. On
June 20 he was served with a
summons to appear in
General District Court July 8
to plead to the charge. He
appeared in court on that day
but the trial was postponed to
Aug. 5.
When he returned to court,
General District Court Judge
John Paul disqualified himself
from hearing the case because
he lives within the zone.
The charge was dismissed.
Judge Paul could have
rescheduled the trial, Huddle
said, but he thought it improper to call Huddle back
into court on a relatively
minor charge.
"I was disappointed that
my case wasn't decided one

■*

**

99
1.29
-„ 2.29
2.99
3 for 1.00
1/2 gallon M9
...... I gallon 1.99
U9

**"W»
•
A & P All Meat franks.
London Broils
Whole Chickens
Assorted Hanging Baskets 10"

5 for 1.00
.89 lb.
1.29 lb.
37 lb.
5.99

Pewter Cuff Bracelet Or Pendant

$5
Each Complete With Monogram
Choose the wide cuff bracelet or the
large classy pendant. Each is crafted in
satiny pewter and for a limited time only,
I engrave them with your personal monogram
absolutely free.
Convenient Terms, Layaway And
Major Credit Cards.

Jewel Box

%J

Prices effective through October 29th in Harrisonburg

DIAMOND

SPECIALISTS FOR OVER 50 YEAR*:

28 S. Main
Student Accounts Invited

Not responsible for typographical errors.
—
»,
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Witches, ghouls, goblins, and especially ghosties
(Continued (rom Page 1)
declined to move with his
adopted family, but also did
not like the people who were to
move in, Wingate said.
Mrs. Foster and Wingate's
mother'
were wellacquainted
and,
since
Grandfather apparently liked
Mrs. Wingate, and the
Wingates lived in an old
house, Mrs. Foster asked the
Wingates if it would be all
right for Grandfather to move
in with them.
So, Grandfather went to the
Wingates' to live. After eight
to ten years, Wingate went off
to the army and his parents
moved to Columbus. This time
Grandfather went along.
After coming home from
the army, Wingate married
and took some of the old
family furniture that his
parents no longer had room
tor. Now, Grandfather "goes
back and forth" between
Harrisonburg, where Wingate
and his family live, and
Columbus, where Wingate's
parents still reside.
Grandfather is never seen,
Wingate explains, and his
presence is merely felt as one
would feel the presence of a
cat.' "He has no physical
existence, you're not always
aware that he's around, but
sometimes he makes you
aware of it," Wingate said.
"He doesn't like to be

challenged. He doesn't like it
when people blatantly argue
that he doesn't exist,"
Wingate said, recalling a
couple of instances when
Grandfather
uncharacteristically decided to
teacl somebody better than
to doubt him.
Once, in Columbus, a
visiting couple scoffed at the
idea
of
Grandfather's
existence. Wingate told them
to think of something in their
home "that means a lot" but
is inexpensive, "a trivial
knick-knack."
The couple referred to a
"Spanish-looking canddlestick holder" on their
bedroom dresser. "If Grandlather wants to prove his
existence to you, he will do
something
with
that,"
Wingate said.
The couple, who lived about
35 miles from the Wingates,
went home that night to find
their candlestick holder
missing, and "they have
never fdund it," he said.
A similar example occurred in Harrisonburg, he
explained, when a lamp in the
bedroom of some skeptical
friends flew off a dresser in
the middle of the night,
breaking the glass shade,
which "they, today, have not
been able to replace."
Normally, Grandfather
remains aloof toward skeptics

and their efforts to communicate with him. "He
probably would not even
participate" in a seance,"
Wingate said.
Wingate describes his
silent boarder as "singleminded,
cantankerous,
although kind and not
malicious or mischievous. He
doesn't like loud, raucous
behavior."
Though
''not
mischievous , " Grandfather
had his moments. One New
Year's Eve several years ago,
the Wingates were having a
party. Grandfather let his
feelings about loud parties be
known.
As Wingate was sitting on
the edge of the bed putting his
shoes on, the bed caved in.
"The whole thing just came
apart," he said.

Grandfather has been
known to pull the same stunt
whenever someone "other
than a blood relative" sleeps
in the old, family bed in which
Dr. and Mrs. Wingate normally sleep.
SometimesGrandfather will
let the cat in on a cold night,
but usually he stays pretty
much behind the scene. His
existence is taken for granted
by the Wingate family.
Grandfather's true identity
is unknown to the Wingates,
but Dr. Wingate has no ambitions toward uncovering it,
nor does he feel inclined to
attempt any form of physical
communication with Grandfather. Grandfather and the
Wingates appear to enjoy
their mutual relationship and
see no reason to tamper with
it.

"When you communicate
with somebody about the
relationship existing between
you, that relationship
is
automatically altered,"
Wingate said. "I can't prove
Grandfather's existence, and
I don't care to."
Apparently, neither does
Grandfather. A passive spirit
won't do much to enhance
Halloween lore, but it may
make a very pleasant type of
house companion. Who knows
better than the Wingates?

\

TYPING
i
i
Call Mrs. Price
* 14 years
Experience
»

i

828-6941

|

| 75* & 80'/page j

Anheiser Busch
*l.59J
Natural Light 12 oz. 6pk.j
epsi Cola 16 oz. 8pk.
'•99/plus deposit!
Assorted Pork Chops
9-11 chops per package

*1.19/1D<

BSSSSSS

rob
New York Style
PIZZA
20* off

FOR STUDENTS ON PIZZA
PIES AND SANDWICHES
WITH JAAU I.D. .

GUITARS

a crisp, clear sound as big
as the Rockies.
Whitest! Music takes pleasure in
introduci:ig a new line of 6- and 12- String
guitars to our area. We think they're the finest
instruments in their price range available
anywhere-come play one and you'll think so,
too.

(Good Mon.-Thurs.Only)
Sun.-thurs.
11AAA-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat.
11AM-1AM
778 E. Market
Fast Carry Out
P

^ *0^^-^^+^**+*^^0i

4
For

Men
&

Women

Whitcsel
Music
77 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
434-1376
50-60 N.Moin St.
•*^*^**+*>**+^*
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from ghoulies
and ghosties
and long-leggitu
to-.'^aMb-^WW 3

beasties

—and things
that go bump
in the night..

Photos by Marh Thompson
and Wayne Partlow
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HALLOWEEN PERSONALS
N

WES, ERIC & JAY? Though
the tricks & treats have been
few at our door, we still hope
y'all
have a
Happy
Helluvaween. Love Frank &
Jimmy.
CATHY COEMAN-In the past
few days I've grown to love
your giggles on the phone and
how we bug so nicely. Remo
me?
SCHMECKS: Too bad you
can't play cards! "The Pizza"
was good and the steak will be
even better We will crush!
What's an S.F.B.—Twins
WHAT A WEEKEND!
Homecoming, Marshall
Tucker, and Circle K's
Haunted House Friday and
Saturday night, 7-10 p.m.,
Wampler Theatre by Luigi's.
Price.^75

TO THE MAN OF MY
DREAMS:Thanks for the best
year. I won't confuse the
objectives on the 29th. I will
see you at Christmas. Chump.

RICKY: To the best brother a
sister could ever have. Have a
Happy Halloween. Meet you in
the pumpkin patch. Tumbleweed

NANCY—You're so beautiful
and you always will be, that is
why I hope you'll always stay
close to me. Love, L.T.

SHARON? Thanks for four
great years. Care to make it
eight? Happy Halloween. *
Meet you in the pumpkin
patch. Lisser

BRENDA: You're a Fox! Why
don't you give me a call?
Maybe I can move in.
TO LITTLE HEEM—Wanna
treat? When the moon is on
the rise, come to Logan for
your
surprize.
Happy
Halloween! Love from your
little goblin.
SANCTION: Merry mischief
night and a Happy Halloween
to you all. Your resident
witch.
TO J T; Remember "3" and
>*W2-7u,
m£p* 'K* coming
love!!! As always. Your Bean*
SCARLET: You've changed
your color on me. Like a
chameleon or maybe a
GEKO
Is
this
your
Halloween disguise? Rhett
Butler
r

FEIGNED CONTROVERSYCline's "Nature and Function
of Law" proves that your
holding and standing is as
fake as your peculiar interest.
Keep on litigating,B.C.
JOHN, JOHN & JIMMY: Still
waiting for our spaghetti
dinner. Hope the goblins
get'cha for that unfulfilled
promise. Happy Halloween.
Love, German Shepherd and
Greek
"BIG B"— It's neat that we
could get together. You art the
best and only, I swear. B
Love, Burrito
TO SUITE 2U3 and the rest of
the second floor. Put a
Haunted House on Park
Place. Water Works!
BABY BOY: I wont go trick
or-treating. I'm far too old,
it's true. Not just just that, but
I have no reason,since my
favorite treat is you! I love
you. Babt heart (Your
favorite trick)
SIX-FOUR.POLLOCK.
OUTHOUSE, & B.J.: To the
most handsome goblins we
know. Weil come haunt you
anytime. Halloween Love!
Your Huffman Girls.
TO AN OAKLAND LOVER—
Have a great birthday, but
don't go over your limits!
Hope I can share in the
celebration. Your "tinsiest"
admirer.
SWEETHEART: Almost a
year and getting stronger
every day. Nobody does it
better.
Nobody.
Just
remember that I love you.
Schikza
THE CIRCLE OF K LIVES
AGAIN IN A HAUNTED
HOUSE. Friday and Sunday.
7-10 p.m.. Wampler Theatre.
Admission: $.75.
BANAPPLE&G.R.: B.B.4M)
pdrty Happy! The-ft^rpypr
(or S.C.)

BULL? It's Lamb's Eve, so,
don't forget your promise!
I've been waiting sooo long!!!
I love you! Lambie. Ps— Say
it!

WRENCH TOOL: A year ago
we met. How could I ever
forget? It started with staring
and ending with glaring. I'm
glad for the time we shared,
but your temper was just too
flared. I don't know why you
acted so wildly, but you were
entertaining to put it mildly.
One Adam 12.

MAUREEN. Beware of a man
imposing as Bond, Agent 007.
He will make you an offer you
can't refuse! The treats will
come after the tricks!
HEY PUMPKIN HEAD?
That's you R.B.! Just teasing,
my
dearest.
Happy
Halloween. Wanna go trick-ortreating? Thanks for being
wonderful! Love, M.
LIZ, DEB AND DEE— May
you each find your own special
good-looking goblin to trick
and treat with this Halloween
season. H 103.
GALENA: Soo happy you
could come! Hope it's a great
weekend. Happy haunting.
Love ya. always. THE
FOX!!!
FATHER FLANAGAN:
You're,, the tallest pumpkin
I know! Don't stay out too late
on Halloween 'cause a little
blonde witch may get'cha! A
scary ski-spook
ROGER DOGER AND BLUE
EYES—Let's go haunt the
house, and then around the
witching hour get together
and exchange spells. Love
Sunshine and Bubbles

BFL:
Here's to 3 unforgettable years of laughter
and heartache, and to many
more of an undying friendship. I'll never stop loving
you ...Love, Rich Girl.
JMU— Get haunted Friday
and Sunday from 7-10 p.m. at
Circle K's Haunted House.
Wampler Theatre by Luigi's.
Admission $.75. Proceeds go
to MS Society.

IN PREPARATION FOR
WINE-Price 209'er: Happy
HALLOWEEN the witches
19th little Jimmy! Arise
are coming together from all
sleeping beauty, the shadow
parts. We want to welcome
lurks at the door waiting to
thrdw a bjaek widow «r-;—;?, ••--f.aur.roodUral brews specialist
from Roanoke"' arta ' 'our
neck.
screening specialist from New
Jersey. Also, our broomstick
HEY, BABY HUEY. SLATS.
riding instructor is welcomed
GANGLEY. AND NERD.
back from a temporary abBless us with your big white
sence
to the northern parts.
Squire Hill moon on trick or
The resident watchwomen of
treat night and we'll be sure to
the spells manuals hope that
give you something good to
these visitors will enjoy their
eat. Love ya, jGrit
visit with our coven. A
"bewitching time is planned.
Tree of Pain and Green Eye
RAIDERS FAN— Ever since
we met at the college farm, I
knew we could hit it off. I've
really enjoyed the times we've
spent together. It's just
beenfantastic! Have a Happy
Halloween! Love, Adrian.

WEEB PINCHER: Some day
you'll have a Prince C. to rub
noses with, so forget the
walruses. Just wear the j.s,,
and millions will follow!
Pebble stuffing?
TOUGH -STUFF: 1982 will be
a great year. Wish I were with
you this Halloween like I
always do! All my love
forever! Short-stuff

JAILBAIT. These nights are
SO long and lonely without
you. Hey kid, look at things
the right way and it's all worth
smiling about. Miles away but
always sending all my love.
"Jeff O'Lantern"

MOTHER NATURE: Next
time we pull an all-nighter
let's have a drink in hand,
dance-in-feet, smile-on-face
and Partee Hardy!
IFR "BIG BRO":If you show
us three tricks, we will give
you three treats. Love, the
three executives.
TONY— Weil dance up a
"stormy" Halloween! May
your party be well packed, and
equally
remembered—ps—
happy l'/i + 1 week— your
sentimental lady.
HAROLD—hey best buddy,
thanx for being here when I
needed ya! Drop by more
often! UVa next weekend?—
yer freshman roomie, a friend
in need, indeed.
ALLEY: Some night; some
stars; some moon; some
grass; some do; Some kiss—
TO MY COWBOY: Halloween
is going to be lonely without
you, but just wait until next
Halloween. Your Cowtown
Honey
PRINCE FINLEY JAMES:
You've got to come up with
something
better.
the
stranger's friend—you should
have met her. But her heart
belongs to someone else,
sitting on your coaching shelf.
Trick or treat? M & M

CLINT— There's snow in the
air and along winter's
coming—sure looking forward
to sharing it with you. Three
old words. Pogo.
MUNCHKINS: With a love
like we share we're sure to
"spook" a few people. Thanks
for all—Dancer.
SPACE CADETS. NOVEL
LOVERS
AND
SURY
HOMEMAKER: I love you
guys too— Don't worry, I'll be
back (Hopefully). What would
I do without you? Take care
ofh the greenery and MY
ROOM! Happy Halloween.
Don't get into too much
trouble this time, .save that
for next semester! "Elbow"
the motorcycle demon.
TO SEXY—MY FAVORITE
DEVIL!:Although I can't be
with you in person, I'm with
you in spirit!! Love you much,
Hot Stuff.
TO MY LOTHARIO— Our
love affair's been beautiful. I
can only hope for more. I think
this is our second date so how
about a third Happy 730—
Forever, M.
MRS. BUBBLES: Not so hot
with the water next time or
bubble haven awaits you.
Happy Pumpkin Day and a
myriad of bubbles to you.
Bubble Buddy.
DENI NORREI): Bostich.
Boo loves you big—way big!
You're a wee pumpkin.

MARLENE DID|TRICH:
Thinging of you is hauntingly
delightful. Let's get,1 together
in my coffin sometime. Will
you be my pumpirintine?
Dracula (Cutie) Thij First.
BEACHCOMBER: j How's
tricks? Hope Eagle is treating
you well. And may ^he Great
Pumpkin forever shpwer you
with happiness and love! Your
friend always, Stargazer.
BONES
AND
LEGS:
Welcome back! How is it in
China? Did you bring your
thermals? Who m-m-m-me?
May you get snowbound
forever! Red Toes.
T.H.E. ELM: The oak fell!
Beware vampires—not ink,
the real thing! Wanted—full
time jealousy provoker. Any
suggestions? (Andy where are
you?)■A.

LAMBIE:
Want some
candy?
Worried
about
"Lamb's Eve " I'll protect—
keep you "under wraps!"
They'll only hear: Snort ." .
Bleat. Funtime for L and Z.
Bull
MASTER MALCOM MACHO
MACHISNO: I may not be
your thumbtack, but you're
my "gopher." I've got you
under my skin. Wanna "trick''
or "treat?" Tinker
MY
LITTLE
SQUASHBUTTON : I love your noo-noo.
But most of all I love you!
We'll make it nowe. Moo-Moo
eats cow Big Mom
CAROL AND DEB: Happy
Haunting. Don't forget your
hats, you don't need masks.
Chicago, here we come. I'll
get a picture yet. Lucky Klutz.
TO
YOU:
Here's
to
Halloween— My, oh my, what
a wonderful day. Have you
checked the color of your
socks lately?
HEY CUTIE! How's my
pumpkin? I can't wait for this
weekend. It's gonna be great.
ILYMTAITW. Love me, your
Jack-o-Lantern.
MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS:
"Hope the yellow chalk
washes out of your clothes!
Congratulations on a job well
done. Phase One is complete!
Thanks, S.C."
TO THE WITCH: So you're
back for Homecoming huh?
The campus isn't the only
thing that has changed since
May JWVIP
GERRY:
Mort, Maynard.
Mona. nad the Mink join
together to wish you the most
stupendous20thever! I'll love
you forever and ever! Love
Abooba.
DARRELL P.: Your dark
glasses still haunt me. Maybe
trick or treat could be a
,vV.C«M,ea*^:,.L.e,t,,Mind ,out.
Alligator

Skadetree
Glass
Shop
2nd! Annual
Anniversary Sab
•P «o 50* off
We feme fame Alumni
411. Wafer If. („<-„ *• ptfhjljjii]
434 1004
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Parking controversy
<« (Mil in Hid from Page 11)

"How can they say that
we're affecting the 'noise
traffic hazards and litter' by
merely parking in front of
their house for a few hours?"
Huddle said. "I don't think
they can prove that anyone
going to JMU has degraded
their neighborhood."
Figures on the number of
tickets issued under the
permit parking ordinance are
unavailable from
the
Harrisonburg Police
Departi
tment
Other than
Huddle, no one else "to the
best of my knowledge" has
challenged the ordinance's
legality, Bradburn said.
Huddle is "disappointed"
that more JMU students and

'Welcome JMU
Students"

LA HACIENDA
xican & American Food
Combination Hate
Mexican and American Bear
low H-M Frt-Srt H-« RHtS««Hi WwbMhq ft Stain,, only

others haven't challenged the
permit parking ordinance.
"Most students, though, don't
have the time and money to
fight this," he said.
When asked if he was
continuing to park in apparent
violation of the ordinance,
Huddle smiled. "Let's just
say that I'm frequently
engaged in active civil
disobedience," he replied.

Dr. H Kent Moore of the
JMU Physics Department
was a delegate to the biennial
conference of the Phi Delta
Kappa organization held at
Lake Kiamesha, New York,
Oct. 20-23. Phi Delta Kappa is
an international organization
of
educators.
Moore
represented the Shenandoah
Chapter.

SGA constitution
(Continued from Page I)
chairman Avila Rogers
(Showalter).
JMU President Ronald
Carrier told SGA President
Mike DeWitt that such plans
are being made, Rogers said,
and according to DeWitt,
funds for such facilities would
be included in the 1979-80
budget.
The proposed construction
would include a Godwin Hall
addition, providing more
seating for the gym and additional racquetball courts.
Approximately $1.7 million

will be requested for this
Kn-tion of the construction,
ogers said.
Also, a new student
recreational and intramural
building will be proposed for
the area across Interstate 81.
This facility would be similar
to a field house, Rogers said,
and would be a combination
recreation and party faculty.
The current resolution
would call for the building to
include four full basketball
courts, indoor tennis courts,
an indoor track and a -synthetic floor, she said.

SOUTH

BH

COIN LAUNDRY 1425 S
Tired of waiting in line for
your dorm's washer.Come
to Southampton & end your
wait.
434-5260

j

The Baptist
Student Union
will be selling

HALLOWEEN MOUIE

Flowers

oo

CARRIE

Prof, attends
conference

Oct. 25-28
in WCC P.O. Lobby

Starring
Sissy Spac
with Costume
without Costume
Monday Oct. 31, 7:30 & 9:30

Special feature -i
M
'"Original Frankenstein"

Before & After the
game come by for
pizza & subs .

Welcome Home
Alumni
Wed. - Sat. til z ai
'■*

% ^33 S. LibertyJ
.,-.
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(Continued from Page I)
consumer in Virginia. As an
example, he cited Howell's
successful campaign to obtain
a refund of $40 million for
Virginia consumers from
VEPCO. VEPCO received a
surcharge of this amount after
losses accrued because of
"mismanagement"
when
estimating future fossil fuel
prices, Sears said.
Savior, however, claims
that Howell, is iust a "cornplainer," and that Da I ton is
making more "constructive"
moves to counter VEPCO rate
increases.
Dalton, according to
Saylor, wants to place the
overseeing of VEPCO directly
in control of the governor's
office.
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VALLEY C. B. SALES

Dalton also proposes
unannounced audits
of
VEPCO, Saylor said, a
process similar to that in the
overview of the banking
business.
Dalton is also interested in
the research of "alternative
energy sources," some forms
of which might include solar,
thermal, coal and oil, Saylor
said.
On the issue of Virginia's
"right to work" law neither
candidate is in favor of repeal
of the law.
While Dalton's faction
claims Howell is in favor of
repeal of the "right to work"
law, Howell "doesn't feel you
need a union to work," Sears
said.

Breeze classifieds bring results
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We Welcome All Alumni & Students to '
Harrisonburg this Weekend .
k Hope to See Vou

$.50 for first 25 words

at Bonanza
Home of Our ALL VOU CAN EAT
Soups and Salad Bar.
M llam.-IOpm. f ri. & Sat.
'/ llam.-9pm. Sun.
f
'
824 E. Market St. Harrbenbura. <

Around The World**
10 W. WATER ST. WMBOMOIK

Mon.Sal I Ml. lo 1 KU. Sen. 10 Ml. to 1 Ml

Homecoming Bound
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UNIVERSITY
MARKET
1/2 mil* east of HJ on Port M.

Hardy Party Store

Fantastic
Selection of
Vested Suits
from

$75.00

(Hwo a Fall Ball thii Weekend)
Bud 7oz S»k.

145

Milltr7oz 6>k

1.45

Sehliti Light 12oz 6»k.

1.69

lucky La^r (Falataff) 12az 6frk

1.19

Millar 12oz party pad

*t9

Pabtt Blue Ribbon Party pak

299

Utiea Club 12az party pak

249

la«aaaraa (h. and dk.) 6pk

2.39

Sports Coats
and Blazers
from $45.00
Dress Shirts
from $6.99
Ties
from $$.00

Layaways Welcome

o0

RC Cola and Gingerala 4 ah.
1
(plus dapoiH)

latt chance to rejecter for
3 cases of 12oz Michelob
SPM Sat. after game
HAPPY HOMECOMING JMO
Open 7 <kujA a wak
434-9188

Burton's For Fashion , Quality and Price

B

Personalized
Service
Expert Fitting
Free layaway
Free Alterations
5 JKaBBBBBBBBBatlBBSgSBBBt^^

TON'S
Mr NTS STOKI S

103 S. Main St
Mon.Tues.Wed.SaL
9:30 to 5:00
.
ThuMFp
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Hochkeppel; 'justpicking up garbage goals'
Zeros in on JMU career scoring mark (32)
By PAUL McFARLANE
Tom Hochkeppel scores his goals for the James
Madison University soccer team much the same
way that Phil Esposito and Steve Vickers score for
the New York Rangers' hockey team.
Esposito and Vickers plant themselves in front of
the goalkeeper and score on rebounds and tip-ins.
Their success relies on their ability to hold that
position, not to be pushed around.
Hochkeppel scores the same type of goal, but he
relies on quickness and anticipation rather than
strength to "be in the right place at the right time."
The junior from Fair Lawn, N.J. cannot plant
himself in front of the opposing goal because, as he
says, "I'm not that big.
"Sure,' I'm happy about my scoring,"
Hochkeppel said. "The thing is, I score and
everybody does the work, that's how I look at it. I
really feel that way. It's like I just happen to be the
guy who's in front. I guess that's my job, to be up
front and pick up the garbage. But a goal's a goal,
right?"
A goal certainly is a goal, and they all count. In
fact. Hochkeppel's count is 23 over three years, just
nine away from the JMU career total held by Ray

Laroche (1971-1974). He has seven after 12 games
this year to lead the Dukes. Of all those goals, a few
stand out as Hochkeppel's "big goals. *T
In the Tournament of Champions, his freshman
year, Hochkeppel broke a tie with Brockport St.
(N.Y.), then the Division III Champions.
Hochkeppel was the sixth man to take a penalty
kick if he scores, Madison wins and moves into the
finals. If he misses, Brockport can score on the next
kick and win.
"I remember that night," Hochkeppel recalls.
"I don't think I slept all night.
"The refs were making us stand at half field. I
was walking down to the penalty area and the place
was packed! It was so unusual to have that many
people there. I was saying, 'If I make this, we win.'
I'm trying not to think about it. When I went up
there, I said, 'Look how the goal is and look how
little that goalie is.' I didn't think about it, I just hit
it. When it went in, I went crazy.
"The biggest night I had was this year when we
played Maryland. Right now, I think that was the
highlight of playing here.
"That was pretty freaky because I wasn't even
sure if I was going to play, with my back and

everything. I didn't start, so I was sitting around on
the side lines, just wanting to beat Maryland so bad.
When I went in and scored the two goals, that was
just great."
•
But a lot has happened before those Maryland
goals. First, as a high school senior, Hochkeppel
had to choose where, or if, he wanted to go to
college.
"I was looking for colleges, and a friend of mine
asked me to come down with him," Hochkeppel
said.
Once he got here, head soccer coach Bob Vanderwarker talked to Hochkeppel, keeping the
recruit interested in Madison.
"He felt that I could fit into the team; you know,
all the things that coaches say that try to get you
interested, Hochkeppel said. "He said he thought
I could play for Madison and that they had a really
fine team. He liked the way I played. He likes quick
little guys up front.
"He was being real nice to me about everything.
He seemed interested. None of the other coaches
that were recruiting , there weren't that many
(Monclair St., N.J. and Ashland College Ohio),
didn't seem that sincere about everything.
(Continued on Page 20)
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Randolph-Macon faces off
with JMU for Homecoming
By BOB GRIMESEY
The last of the "The Big
Four" on the James Madison
University football schedule
travels to Harrisonburg
Saturday to meet Dukes for
their 1977 Homecoming game.
The impending struggle,
like those that usually take
place when the Dukes play
Hampden-Sydney, Shepherd
or Towson St., should more
closely resemble a good, old
fashion, barroom brawl.
The Dukes-Yellow Jackets
clash, like JMU's series with
Hampden-Sydney, has
become a classic within
Virginia small college division
play and Saturday's game

should leave no reason to
think otherwise.
The Yellow Jackets bring a
4-3 record to town after
beating Guilford College
(N.C.) 12-3 last week. The
Dukes also sport a 4-3 record
and are coming off an 18-0
shut out of Frostburg St. last
Saturday.
Both teams are savoring
two-game win streaks with the
Dukes hoping to avenge the 180 shellacking they received
from Macon in Ashland last
year.
As with many small college
teams, the Jackets rely on a
strong running game, which in
Macon's case is led by All
America candidate Mike
Woolfolk.

Against Bridgewater

Cross-country team wins

JMU RUNNER JERYL TURNER jogs past
Hillcrest during Tuesday's 25-32 victory over
Bridgewater in cross country- photo by AI winner

Running their third meet in
ten days, the Dukes cross
country team earned a narrow
25-32
victory
over
Bridgewater College Tuesday,
at home.
Bridgewater's lack of a
strong fifth runner helped
salvage the meet for JMU as
two of their top five runners
suffered cramps during the
race. All seven of the Dukes'
runners crossed the finish line
ahead of Bridgewater's final
scoring runner.
Richard Ferguson again

Duchesses finish 11th in tournament
By HOLLY WOOLARD
After a disappointing
second place finish in Virginia
collegiate women's golf
tournament, the James
Madison
University
Duchesses placed nth in the
Tarheel Invitational last
weekend at Chapel Hill.
The tournament, which
draws the top teams on the
east coast, had a 15 team field.
Furman University of
South Carolina finished first

with a 36-hole team total of
620. Florida State was second
with 642 and North Carolina
third with 663 strokes.
The Duchesses team total
was 738, which placed them
one position ahead of defending Virginia champion
Longwood College. Longwood
won its second consecutive
state title two weeks ago at the
Spotswood Country Club in
Harrisonburg.
Beth Daniel of Furman was

medalist, in the Tarheel Invitational, firing a 73 the first
day and a 72 the second.
Daniel, the defending U.S.
amateur champion, was
seven-under-par on the 6,158
yard course. Par is 76.
Pam Maurer was low
golfer for JMU, shooting a 36hole total of 178. Judy Bonin,
who is playing out of a slump
she had earlier this season,
fired a 183.

scored a start-to-finish individual win, turning in his
best time (26 minutes and 57
seconds) over JMU's hilly,
five-mile course.
Mike Greehan (27:34)
slipped from second to fourth
in the final mile and a half, the
victim of a stomach cramp.
Mike Benshoff (27:42) placed
fifth for the Dukes and Jeryl
Turner (27:54),regaining his
early-season form, finished
sixth.
Following Turner, two
more Bridgewater runners
crossed, the finish line, casting
a momentary doubt over the
eventual outcome of the meet.
However, a wave of nine JMU
runners were next to crest the
final rise in front of Eagle
dorm, settling the issue.
Freshman Mark Brennan
(28:42) became the third
runner to finish as fifth and
final scoring runner for JMU
in as many races. Brennan
placed ninth, followed by
freshmen Kevin Crofton
(28:44)
and Brett Van
Nieuwenhuise (28:47) in tenth
and eleventh places to complete the Dukes official team
finish:

Woolfolk ran for 1,042 yards
in 1976 — 202 of those were
against the Dukes.
So far this season, the
shifty, 5-foot-9, 175-pound
running back has gained 686
yards in 153 carries for a 4.5
yard-per-carry average. He
has scored eight touchdowns
while averaging 98 yards
rushing per game.
In an "off week" against
Guilford last Saturday,
Woolfolk gained 87 yards in 23
carries and scored two touchdowns.
JMU coach Challace McMillin Tuesday cited Woolfolk
as "the outstanding running
back in the state," and
compared him with backs on
the major college level.
Woolfolk is joined by
fullback Larry Lane in the
backfield. Although Lane is
used primarily as a blocking
back, he has rushed for 321
yards in 80 carries for a 4.0
per-carry average.
The Jackets seldom pass,
however quarterback John
Buehler is known to go to the air on first down situations
and often when the opposition
is stacked against the more
predictable run.
In seven games, Buehler
has completed 45 of his 98
passes, mostly on short sprintouts, for 495 yards. He has
only one pass for a touchdown
and has been intercepted four
times.
The Jackets also return four
of last year's five starting
offensive linemen.
Defensively Macon was
devastated by graduation
during the offseason, but has
filled the gaps with five freshmen who have improved
throughout the season.
Despite the progress,
Jacket coach Ted Keller is
worried about his pass
defense, noting that his team
has been weak stopping the
opposition on third-down
situations.
The Jacket lead the threeyear old series two games to
one with the Dukes only win
coming in their Homecoming ,
•gjrme of i975"by a 12-7 margin.* •'

Field hockey-
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Filial weeks test
9
Duchesses record
(

By SARAH STRADER
The undefeated James
Madison University field
hockey team enters the
toughest and most important
three weeks of its season
feeling "confident,
yet
cautious," according to coach
Janet Luce.
The 7-0-3 season record
reflects the skill and consistency of this year's team,
the coach noted.
"We are a much steadier
team than in years past. The
cohesiveness of the team and
the way each player uses the
other players on the field have
been big factors in our success," said Luce.
The coach explained that
all too often the team is
mentally and physically
exhausted by this point in the
season. To avoid that happening this year, Luce said
she paced the practices,
giving days off and trying to
keep practices "intense but
fun."
"This change in
practice technique has been
an effective change," Luce
noted. "It's much too easy to
get stale. We will reach our
peak right in time for the
tournaments."
Tie games with experienced teams such as
William and Mary gave the
team the "moral boost" they
need to face the teams ahead,
the coach added.
The Duchesses travel to
Lockhaven, Pennsylvania on
Friday to play Lockhaven
College and then Slippery
Rock College Saturday.
Lockhaven College finished
third in the 1976 National Field

Hockey Tournament and
should be a good indication df
how the Duchesses will fare
should they make it to
nationals, Luce said.
"Lockhaven could be our
toughest game," commented
Luce. "But we will not be
intimidated by their experience. We are eager to test
ourselves."
JMU returns to the state,
but stays on the road to play
Virginia Tech next Tuesday
The last season game will be
played at home on next
Wednesday against Longwood
College.
Friday,
November
4,
begins field hockey tournaments with the Blue Ridge
Division Tournament. The top
two teams from the division
will play the following
weekend in the Southeast
Tournament. One team will
be selected to represent the
Southeast in the National
-Tournament.
Madison went as far as the
Southeast Tournament in 1976,
but Luce said the 1977 JMU
team has everything it takes
to go further.
"In tournament hockey, so
much depends on how the
teams play on the particular
day of the tournament and not
how each team has done
through-out the season," said
Luce.
"We are just where I would
like for us to be in our attitude
and skill," she continued.
"Each game has been a
learning experience and a
matter of progressing as we
learn from our mistakes; now
we must put it all together
when it counts."

THE RACE BEGINS between the cross
country teams of James Madison University
and Bridgewater College Tuesday. The Dukes

defeated their Rockingham County opponents
25-32 behind the first place finish of Richard
FergUSOn.
Photo by Al Winner

Women's volleyball travels to Salisbury
By RON HARTLAUB
The
JMU
women's
volleyball team travels to the
Salisbury State Invitational
this weekend, after a disappointing I2th-place finish in
the Univers^y of Delaware
Invitational last weekend.
"We were weak in
aggressiveness and mental
toughness." coach Pat
Sargeant said. She also felt
poor serve receiving led to the
low finish in the 16-team
event.
JMU finished with a 2-4
record at Delaware to drop its
season record to 16-13 this
season, with matches left
against North Carolina State
and Virginia Commonwealth.
The Duchesses lost their
first match to Salisbury, two

games to none. JMU bounced
back to pound Lafayette 2-0,
but lost to a strong University
of Pittsburgh squad 2-0.
In the playoff rounds, JMU
opened with a 2-1 come-frombehind win over American
University. JMU then lost to
Princeton 2-1 and East Tennessee State 2-0 to be
eliminated.
Injuries continued to hinder
the Duchesses. Sophomore
Claudia Martin sprained her
elbow in the opening match,
and Sargeant felt the injury
may have affected the team
performance.
"I think it had an effect on
the team moral. But at this
point in the season, the team
should be able to adapt to
that."

Freshman Sharon Barr
played consistent offense and
defense for the Duchesses.
Junior Patricia Hallam also
played well, according to
Sargeant.
Last Wednesday, JMU
picked up a pair of 2-0 wins
over Radford College and
Roanoke College.
JMU opened with a 15-7,153 win over Roanoke, despite
playing inconsistently
throughout the match.
"We played fairly well in
spurts against Roanoke,"
Sargeant said. "Against
Radford, we played very
well." JMU defeated Radford
by scores of 15-5 and 16-14.
Sargeant noted sophomore
Suzy Sale for playing well off
the bench for the Duchesses.

Benshoff trades luxuries for fun
Transfer leaves scholarship, pressure behind

SOPHOMORE CROSS COUNTRY RUNNER
Mike Benshoff still retains some material
mementos of his affluent Allegheny past as he
warms down after Tuesday's meet with
Bridgewater College.
Photo by AI Wlllner
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By KEN TERRELL
When sophomore cross country runner Mike
Benshoff's shoes begin to
wear
thin
this season, he may
experience some
twinges of regret about his decision to transfer
to James Madison University this year.
Last year, Benshoff was on partial
scholarship at Allegheny Community College
near Pittsburgh. The two-year school is widely
known among the nation's college runners as a
national distance running power and as one of
the few schools where cross country runners
benefit from an extravagant budget.
"Everything for the runners was first
class," Benshoff stressed. "We received as
many pairs of shoes as we needed...any style
or brand name...and all the shirts and sweats
we wanted."
Although there were no dorms at the
commuter college, runners on the cross
country team were housed in modern apartments adjacent to a large park where the team
conducted its workouts.
"You just walked out the door and the park
was there for the running...it was like living in
a running camp," Benshoff commented. Rent
for the apartment and food expenses were
covered by Benshoff's scholarship.
Benshoff's road trip experiences otter
another contrast between JMU and Allegheny
"For last year's Nationals, we (Allegheny)
chartered a bus to New York and stayed for
three nights-and I wasn't even running,"
Benshoff remarked. He also confirmed a story
about Allegheny's two flights to California
several years ago, to prepare for the national
meet being held in that state.
For this year's state meet, Benshoff packed
into a single JMU van with eight other runners, two coaches and a reporter for the three
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hour trip to Norfolk. The Dukes spent one night
at a Norfolk motel, as did most of the visiting
teams, before competing the next morning.
In view of the disparity between
Allegheny's opulent program, and JMU's
comparatively sparse offering, one wonders
why a runner would choose to leave ACC
before completing his two years.
"There were drawbacks (at Allegheny),"
Benshoff explained. "You were expected to
give 100 per cent or more in every race. There
was also pressure to improve with each meet,"
Benshoff said.
On a team where there were "always
more than enough good runners," Benshoff
was also subject to fierce inter-squad competition. "Everyone got along pretty well, but
there was no JV, so when the time fdr nationals
got close it (the rivalry) got pretty tight."
Benshoff also had the misfortune to become
ill during the cross >."ountry season. "When you
had a bad race at Allegheny it was worse than at
most schools becuase the team was so super
you were left far behind."
Underscoring these pressures was Benshoff's knowledge that Allegheny would be
welcoming a large number of "foreign studs"
to this year's squad. Allegheny's recruiting
program (which has brought in runners from
as far as South africa) helped the team become
national champions in cross country last year
and has contributed greatly to the squad's
incredible 105-0-1 invitational record.
Allegheny does not run a dual meet schedule.
The net result of the constant pressure to
perform at maximum and his illness was that
Benshoff, in contrast to the "Run for fun"
slogan emblazoned across his Allegheny
running apparel, wasn't having any.
(Continued on Page 21)
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Dukes 'terror Bergeria listened to his mother
By BOB MORGAN
Woody
Bergeria
never
really intended on coming to
James Madison University, in
fact he never really intended
on going to college.
Bergeria, an all-state high
school lineman at Gar-Field
High School, figured he was,
"through with books and
school," when his scholastic
career ended.
"My mother talked me into

going to school," Bergeria
said. "In fact she was the one
that suggested Madison."
That's a debt Madison's
athletic
department will
probably never be able to
repay.
For the last three seasons,
the younger Bergeria has been
a stalwart on the Duke's
defensive
line,
receiving
Associated Press AjJ-America
mention.

WOODY BERGERIA IN ACTION AGAINST
Emory & Henry during the 1977 season's
opening game. Bergeria, ah All-America

"College was something I
didn't even want to think
about," Bergeria said. "I
started
working
after
graduation and put college out
of mind."
Bergeria, a native of
Triangle, wasn't out of the
college's minds. Schools like
North Carolina, Maryland,
Virginia Tech and Richmond

were filling the

families

mailbox almost daily with

candidate this year, says he is ready to
"terrorize" after having "off" games against
Shepherd and Mars Hill colleges.
Photo by Mark Thompson

letters offering a chance for a
free education. "I wasn't
interested," Bergeria said. "I
just put off school.
"Then my mother sort of
talked me into giving it a try,
'go for year and see if you like
it,' she told me," he explained.
This was in early August
and most of the letters had
stopped coming. "I still had a
chance at Maryland and
Richmond, but I didn't want a
big school. I was sort of
intimidated by the idea of
college," he said.
So he decided on JMU. His
mother suggested it and he
had seen the campus when his
sister enrolled the year
before. "I stowed up two
weeks before practice was to
start and really liked the
campus this time," he said.
But
when
preseason
practice started, he wasn't so
sure. "After the first day I had
one foot on the highway ready
to hitch a ride home and forget
about college and football," he
said. "It was the first time I'd
been away from home and I
felt cut off."
Bergeria never put the other
foot on the road and the
Dukes' defense hasn't been
the same since.
In his freshman year, the
Dukes were the surprise of the
state,
going
6-4.
His
sophomore season, Madison
was 9-0-1 and had the nation's
sixth best defense. Last year
the Dukes were 7-4.
Bergeria was in on 107
tackles (23 unassisted) during
1977. He had nine quarterback
sacks and caused three
fumbles.
This year Bergeria was
looking forward to two things.
The
possibility
of
an

undefeated
season
and
possible post-season play —
neither will occur.
The chance at a post-season
bowl game was lost before the
season ever started when the
team was declared ineligible
by the NCAA.
The undefeated season
ended abruptly in the final
quarter of the team's second
game when they gave up two
touchdowns to lose 13-7 to
Towson St.
"It's been up and down," he
said. "The ineligibility thing
took the edge off at first,
especially for me. The postseason play was something I
really wanted . . . Now we've
got to play for pride and
possibly the second best
record (7-3) in the school's
history.
"Personally, I've got some
other reasons," he added.
The other .. reasons are
personal revenge of last
year's losses. Bergeria savors
the Dukes win earlier this
season
over
HampdenSydney.
"It felt great to win that one
and turn the tables on them,"
he said.
Last year the Dukes, then
ranked No. 1 in the nation,
were upset by the Tigers.
"They never let us forget it,"
he said. "This year they were
ranked in the top ten and we
beat them."
It was a blocked punt in the
end zone by Bergeria that
gave Madison the win.
Now he's looking toward
Randolph-Macon
and
Shippensburg State. Bergeria
and Co. host the Yellow
Jackets this weekend in the
annual homecoming game.
(Continued on Page 21)

Hochkeppel nears goal record
Leading scorer anticipates Navy
(Continued from Page I*)
"Of course, everybody
loves the school when they
come down. It's really nice
and all the people are nice.
But I needed financial aid, and
coach talked to Dean Ehlers
(Athletic Director) about it,
and he said that becsuse of my
need, they would give me a
grant. That helped an awful
lot payinng for school because
otherwise, I don't think I'd
have gone anywhere. The
other schools weren't offering
anything like that. They just
wrote me a few letters and
didn't seem interested. And
Madison seemed by far the
nicer of schools and the better
soccer anyway."
Hochkeppel said the grant
he receivea from JMU was
only a "partial grant from the
athletic department."
But the big push for the
school came from Vanderwarker. He recruited hard
enough and long enough to
sign Hochkeppel.
"I think that was the thing.
My mother loved him,"
Hochkeppel said.
"My
mother just thought he was
the greatest guy for 'coming
that far and being that concerned. Other coaches were
just maybe calling on the
phone. He came to my house,
and he was there and saw me
play on a club team. He

seemed to like he was sincere
about the whole thing.
"I'm happy I'm here. If I
would have gone to any of
those other schools, I don't
think the soccer is anywhere
near as good or the school is as
good. And the people are a lot
better down here than they
-are up north. It's a different
type of people-and that
makes a difference--and a
different pace of life, I guess."
Once he
got here,
Hochkeppel, just as any other
freshman, had to go through
that adjustment period.
"Coach really gave me a
shot when I was a freshman.
He's really concerned with his
freshmen because he knows
how hard it is to come down
here and adjust. He gives
them a better shot than guys
that have been down here,
that he knows can play. Once
I got here and started to play,
I felt a whole lot better about
soccer here. In the beginning,
I didn't even think that I would
be here.
"He (coach) said that I
would have to beat out a
couple of guys in order to
start, or play. That's what I
was shooting for. Once I saw
these guys play, I figured, i
have just as good a shot of
playing as these guys. We'll

see what happens.' I guess
things worked out. He didn't
say, 'You're gonna play.' He
didn't pull any punches or
anything."
There were some differences between the 1975
team, Hochkeppel's freshman
year, which are not present
now. "When I was s freshman,"
Hochkeppel noted, "The
seniors stuck together and
they were their own little
clique. Everybody got along,
but we played and went home
and that was it. There was
nothing else; we were just
there to play soccer. This
year, it's really a lot different.
There are no little cliques,
and everybody gets along with
everybody else. I think it's
much better."
Looking ahead, Hochkeppel
has a few goals in mind. For
soccer, he wants to beat Navy
Nov. 5 in Annapolis. Last
season, the game ended in a 22 tie when an apparent JMU
goal was disallowed by the
officials in the last seconds of
play
"We want that one back,"
Hochkeppel said. "We beat
them last year and they took it
away from us. We're gonna
kill 'em this year. I'd really
like to beat them bad."

JMU JUNIOR TOM HOCHKEPPEL FACES a
University of Virginia goaltender during the
Dukes disappointing 1-0 loss to the Cavaliers.
Hochkeppel's seven goals this season has
brought him within nine of the JMU record of
:12, Set by Ray LarOChe.

Photo by Mark Thompson
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Bens hoff finds happiness as Dukes' harrier
(Continued from
(Continued
from Page
Page 111)
Iff)
"I guess the primary
reason I came to JMU was to
put some enjoyment back into
my running," Benshoff said.
"I thought about it for two
months I used to write down

,_ advantages
advantflPps at
a. the
th_
the
two schools-the Allegheny list
was always longer-but I
wasn't happy as a runner
there."
Benshoff actually applied
to JMU after
graduating
|jsLs
()f
lists of

Duchesses go to State
position this season, with
Bocock ' and Morriss each
taking a first in each of the
Duchesses early meets.
Other JMU runners include
sophomores Jan Soper and
Susan Wallace and freshman
Karen Loving.
Coach Flossy Love said the
Duchesses will enter both the
open and state sections. Both
sections will be run in one race
to save time. The Duchesses
carry a 2-0 dual meet record
into the meet, and should be a
strong challenge to the other
teams in the state.

By DOUG STKARMAN
The James
Madison
University cross country team
will travel to George Mason
University in Fairfax this
weekend to compete in the
State Open Invitational Cross
Country meet. The meet is
scheduled to begin at 10:00
a.m.
Leading the Duchesses will
be junior Beverly Morriss,
senior Sandy Bocock, and
senior Beverley Dorman. All
three runners have been
battling for the number one

*
m^imMmtm u;„w
from Spotsylvania
High
School, but a too-low grade
point average prevented his
admission. In what Benshoff
described^as typical concern
for his runners, Allegheny
Athletic Director Neil Cohen
made several telephone calls
to Dukes' coach Ed Witt to aid
his
freshman
runner's
transition.
After his first cross country
season at JMU, Benshoff is
once more enjoying his
running Part of that enjoyment stems from being
back in his home state.
"Every meet I go to I meet
people who know me from
running Virginia races in the
past," Benshoff commented.
There is also satisfaction in
the knowledge that he is
making a solid contribution to
the cross couptry team. After
holding the second or third
position on the team for most

UNISEX
SALON
f7 % Market St.
Karrisonburg, Va 22801

Wayne's for the Personal Touch
j it yours when you come to our Salon. Hore you'll find hair designing
| with imagination, haircutting that's "shear artistry" and permanent? that
j are natural looking and long lasting. You'll love the bright cheerful
i atmosphere of our Salon.
Jan appointment.

Why not drop in for a visit, or phone us for

MMFS
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of the season, Benshoff
relishes his role as "part of
the building program" that
coach Witt has undertaken
Benshoff is a likely candidate
for the post-season Regional
meet
Most important are the
respect and friendship he's
formed for his new teammates. "Running with Mike
(Greehan) and (Richardi
Ferguson has been great. The
three of us are shooting for
sub-nine minute times in the
two mile.'' claimed Benshoff,
whose previous best for the

distance is 9:25 "With the
three of us working for it I
think one of us at least should
get it-although I don't know
who'll be first."
In retrospect, Benshoff
thinks his transfer was the
right move. "Allegheny was a
positive experience for me, I
built up a great distance
background (with mandatory
two-a-day
workouts at
Allegheny i and I learned a lot
living off campus ..but my
parents urged me to go where
I'd be happy, and this is the
place."

Dukes9 'terror' Bergeria
will be ready for Jackets
(Continued from Page -'in
The occasion itself is enough
to get the team up for the
game, but Bergeria said he'd
be ready to Randolph-Macon
not matter what the terms
were.
"I've been looking forward
to this game for^a long time,"
Bergeria
/Said.
"They
embarrassed us last year (an
18-0 loss) and we've got
something to prove.
"This is one I'm ready to get
into," he added.
That's something.the senior
political
science-social
scienoe major had trouble
doing during a mid-season
slump. "The bad weather
(rain
and mud) really
bothered me," he said. "I
haven't been totally pleased
with my play since the
Hampden-Sydney game."
Bergeria was a incredible in
the first three games of the
year. He was in on over 50
tackles, blojcked a punt and
dropped opposing players for
negative yardage eight times.

Teammates called him "a
terror" after those games.
But in the team's losses to
Shepherd and Mars Hill,
Bergeria's performance was
lacking and he admits it. "Not
even close to expectations,"
he termed the Mars Hill loss.
"Now I'm looking for a better
game. Nice weather and a
good game."
Earlier this season, it was
thought the tackle might miss
a couple games. He has a bone
chip in his spinal column and
missed a couple practices.
Has the injury caused him to
miss a game? Bergeria
wouldn't let it.
"But don't let anyone tell
me I won't play," he said.
"This is my senior year and
I'm going to play no matter
what. If I can get on the field. I
can play. I wouldn't miss the
Randolph-Macon game for
anything."
Apparently after a midseason slump, Bergeria's
ready to get back to
terrorizing.

• •••a-***********************
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$3995

Opal Ring
For Her

MOM
16 South Main
Harrisonburg
Neighborly Credit Terms

Try is YouII Like Is

!

DISCOUNT
CAMERA
SHOP
ONE DAY PICTLRE
PROCESSING SERVICE
■EXCEPT WEEKENDS
411 Type* Batteries Films Flashbulbs
NIKON-KODAK-CANON-VIVITAR
OL\ MPIS-PENTAX-YASHICA
HASIMEX-POLAROID CAMERAS
Complete Darkroom Supi

Paul Picked 20 HOT ONES and put-em
ON THE WALL . . you TAKE - EM OFI
and save on titles h!

(Ralph Tow tier Sols
(Lynyrd SKyt^.yrd
vivo

iHerh Pederson Sane
fetfevjB milage AAOTIVO
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JMU Scoreboard
JMU Sports This Weekend
Friday. 0«t 28
Women'! Tennis dway): Salisbury
Stale Invitational Tournament.
Volleyball (away): Saliabury State
Invitational Tournament.
Soccer: (home) Old Dominion
University, 2 p. m
Field Hiekey: (away) Lock Haven
State
Saturday. <>ct 2»
rield Hockey: (away) Slippery Rock
State
Women's Croat Country: (away)
VFISW Meet at Geo Mason.
Men's Cross Country: (away) Wash. *
Lee, EMC
Football: (home) Randolph-Macon
College

JMU Soccer Stats
SCORING LEADERS
Hochkeppel
Strong
Draglln
Byrd

G 0 A Tot.
12

12
12
12

3
2

12
12
12
GOALKEEPERS

Johnson
Lcc
Mullenex

G Min Sa Ga Sat

Fuller
10 766 71 10 4
Nay
y 4 220 12 14
Allen
5 II 10 4
Saves total counts combined

Field Hockey SttU
SCOR'NG LEADERS
Patrick
Hull
Marovelll
Purple
Alcamo

G Goale
10
12
10
10
f
10

JMU Fall Sports
(seasons still in progress)

W LT Pet.
Field Hockey
7 0 3 1 000
X-Country (W)
3 00 1000
X-Country (M)
S 2 0
725
Soccer
5*3
7 SO
Football
4 10
571
Tennis (W)
4 3 0 .571
Goli(W)
4 3 0 .571
8. Volleyball
16 13 0
552
Men's golf It tennis did not participate
in dual meet play.
1.
2
I.
4.
S

JMU Football Stats
RUSHING LEADERS
G Ca Yda TD Avg
Hast
7 117 470 2 17.1
Harris
3 41 264 1 M.7
Rowers
'
6 67 233 5 36.1
Hutson
7 31 M 0 12.6
Beer
4 22 64 0 2 S
Robinson
3 16 40 2 16.3
PASSING LEADERS
G At Co I Yda TD Pet
Bowers
< M-U-5 4*0 3 43.2
Jones
2 28-14-0 185 0 50.0
REC1EVING LEADERS
G Ct YdiTD Avg
Borders
7 14 201 1 14.4
Hetherington
7 12 144 0 12.0
Knox
7 t Iff 1 21.1
Hast
7 5 57 0 11.4
Hutson
7 4 35 0 8.8
SCORING LEADERS
G TD X-P FG TP
Rowers
Robinson
Hast
Showker
Borders
TOTAL OFFENSE
G Rn Pa Yds Avg
Bowers
6 233 48t 722 120.3
Hast
7 470
0 470 87.1
Harris
3 266
0 266 88.7
Jones
2 -12 17f 167 83.5

Harris returns against R-MC
one touchdown.
Harris's 88.7-yard-per game
rushing average is still tops on
the team.
Despite the time he has
missed, Harris still ranked
second behind fullback Shane
Hast among the Dukes'
leading rushers.
Since his injury in the
Dukes' 17-14 win over
nationally-ranked HampdenSydney, Harris' spot has been
filled by freshmen Chris Beer
and Butch Robinson, and
sophomore Dennis Hutson.
Beer has run for 64 yards in
22 carries for a 2.9-yard
average, Robinson has scored

James Madison University
tailback George Harris is
expected to return to uniform
for
this
Saturday's
Homecoming game against
in-state rival RandolphMacon.
It was doubtful Tuesday
night however, that the
tailback would be be in the
starting role.
Harris has missed the
Dukes last four games with a
sprained ankle.
.rainer Ron Stefancin said
Tuesday he had given the
tailback the go-ahead to play
based on "his own comfort
level."
"We still plan to keep an eye
on him," Stefancin noted.
Prior to his injury, the
freshman had rushed for 266
yards in 61 carries for a 4.4
yard-per-carry average and

Iway

two touchdowns while gaining
49 yards in 16 carries for a 3.1yard average, and Hutson has
carried 31 times for 88 yards
and a 2.8-yard average.
Although the tailback
position was listed as one of
the Dukes biggest question
marks this season, Harris
looked as if he was ready to fill
the void prior to his injury.
Despite being awakened
late Tuesday night and asked
how he felt about coming
back, Harris yawned, "I'm
really excited about being
back. Especially with it being
Homecoming and a big game
and all."
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rrocery

Bear
"Snacks
Soft Drinks
Next to Campus on Main St.
* Special prices on Warm Beer*

-ooococoooooocc

Great Pumpkins, It's
Halloween Again!
*
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uiicis PIZZERIA
Homemade Italian Style Pizza
ftSubs
ANTIPAST0

HewM
Italian Steak ftSaasage Subs
HEARTH BAKED ,„ A
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Lloyd's HALLMARK
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So, come on dawn and spook
ik someone er
a card from LLm/ds Hallmark. £&
■WWWlaMalM<f^^
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Young Virginians for

on

o^.a

JOBS
EDUCATION
Board of Vistors
AS Governor, uohn Dayton will appoint at least one young alumnus
or alumna to each state college and university tioarcl of Vistors. Former 'students $an
help set teaching goals and add to the f|:earch
for education excellence. John Dalton be1

lieves representative government, by all the
people is the only way to guarantee it serves
all the people.

Scholarships
xhe cost of a college education is skyrocketing, oohn Dalton supports expanded scholarship programs. As

■ • '*

»■■ -I ■'.' .'J ■ .1. .-,

I

-*»-

ton has helped to provide 4-9»300':'additional
jobs since dune 1976. AS Governor of the
Commonwealth of- Virginia, oohn Dalton will
continue to create more jobs for' Virginians.
To create r.ew and better jobs in; Virginia,
—we need to develop Virginia's energy independence,

—we need to i-rovide an economic climate favorable to industrial growth.

.i.J.»

1

John Dalton wants you to have a jjob when
you get out of school, in promoting current economic policies, Lt. Governor Dal-

—we must educate and train a larger work
force,

a Senator, John Dalton co-sponsored a 1975
bill to establish scholarships that could
be repaid with public service work, A his
led to the College Scholarship Assitance
Act.

£

"The first priority in my administration
will be a job for every Virginian .who
wants to work."

AD SIOKCCUED 7M TVT. YCW, VRGTNIANS FOP D\LTON
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Classifieds
For sale
1969 CHEVELLE WAGON:
Good transportation. Priced
for quick sale. 1976 Wurlitzer
electric piano. Well used but
plays great Call Bill or Paul
at 433-8638, after* 5 p.m.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
mi,

TT DOESN'T
SEEM TO HAVE
I CHAN6ED

I MUCH, Mm!

coulee

ICANTU/AITTD

DORMITORIES
HAVEAUJAY
0FENDURJN6,

START STACKIM6
EMPTY BEER CANS
IN A PYRAMIP
ON Tie MANTLE!

I0NKER..

I

OH,YOU
ROMAN'
TIC!

I

BUT CAN YOU
BELIEVE IT?WE'RE THAT WE
UVIN6INA00RM ARE, OL'
A6AIN! AN ACTUAL BUPOY!
cousee DORM!
I

YOU PUT UP THE
IN A MINUTE! I
H0BBIT POSTERS! UANTTD UNURNO

ruSPWMAK- urn A urns
IN6 THE CINDER
BLOCK BOOKCASE!

V0NNE6UT
FIRST..

OLDSMOB1LE: 1963. Good
condition. $225. Call 434-9588.
1972 VW VAN: Recent engine
work, runs excellent. New
valves, brakes, tires, ignition,
inspection. Interior and body
excellent.
Extras, good
camper $2200. 298-9532

Y0UKN0U.Z,

MAKES A BODY.

IPFORSOTTEN ALMOST UONDEP.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS:
Save on brand Name hard
and soft lens supplies. Send
for Free illustrated catalog.
Contact Lens Supplies, Box
7453, Phoenix. Arizona 85011.

H0U1FUNKY
THESE OLD
ROOMS ARE!
\

UHATHESBEEN
MISSING ALL
THESE YEARS,
EH? \

ALMOST.
WHEREYOU
60/N6?

THINK I'LL
CHECKOUT
THESTTUAWNACROSS
THE HALL!
/

/

uemootfr
TAKE T00UJN6.
fM 60N5T0 New OH.
AHAWSEWN6 (iflhll
UP THE STEREO..
/

mm

YOUFW,
ZONK?

I

**T'
\

&RIS!
LOTS OF
'EM! COMB
QUICKLY!

SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS:
RENTALS
Rack Shop, Blue Ridge Dive
and Craft Shop. 1726 Allied
St., Charlottesville. Hours 1-5
Sat. & Sun. ph. 804-293-6984.
HOUSING CONTRACTS FOR
SALE—
Contact Darrell at 6376 or Tom
4592. Must sell.
(-■

WANT TO MOVE ON
CAMPUS? Housing contract
for sale for second semester.
Male or female. Desperate to
sell. Contact: Suzanne, Box
1869, or call 5714.

CALM DOWN. 6IRLS, MIKE!
ZONK! NOW, THERE ARE
UJHATSALL GIRLS LIVING
THEYELUN6
0N0UR
FLOOR!
ABOUT?

GIRiS?
H0UICAN
WBE
SURE?
\ „

JUSTL00K
AROUND THIS
BAWOOHMAN!
LIPSTICK! LINER
BRUSHES! JARS
OF COLD CREAM'.

FROMTHEL00KS
HEY.. 0FTHN6S,rD
Y0URE SAYTNERE5AT
RIGHT.. LEAST TOUR OF
tM..mmFm>.
\

CURLERS
STILL
WARM\

WHY. THEY
MOSfVEPRSSB)
THR0U6H HERE
LESSTHANAN
HOUR AGO!

DESPERATE!
Housing
contracts for sale. Reduced
prices. Call immediately4540. Must sell now!

Wanted

ar

ARE YOU A VETERAN? If
so there's a great opportunity
for you in the Virginia Army
National Guard. You can pick
up some extra money, gain
rank and build up your
retirement. All this for one
weekend a month in the
Guard. If you're a vet, find
out about the benefits
available in the most important part-time job in
America. Today's Nat'l.
Guard. Call 434-6594 today.

ID: Thanks for the knowledge
of Nads. Aklee wants to know,
"Does your dog bite?"
Snugglers.

Credit

T.D.: Happy 19th birthday.
Remember Outlaws and look
forward to M.T.B. Wildman,
Rina, Root and the rest of
C203.

MASTER CHARGE APPLICATION: If you are a
junior or older, have at least a
2.0 average, and are interested in obtaining a Master
Charge credit card, call 4335955.

For rent
SUBLET THREE BEDROOM
APT.: Squire Hill Apts.
Available Nov. 1. Call 434-8024
or 434-4489. Ext. 9.
SUBLEASE
I M MEDIATELY:
2, 3, OT 4
persons to sublease 2- bedroom
patio apartment at Squire
Hill. Call 434-1457.

Personal
*

BOURBON CHUGGER: I'll
dress up for you some time,
but I'd rather do the opposite.
Soon. I hope. The Dr.

J.K. TAWN: We're ready to
bargain! Two empty Bud
cans, a back issue of Playgirl,
Gus and Bones for what you
have that we want. Call us at
4392- Midnight, Thursday,
Oct. 27-our "x?!-x" hour!
Nuttsville

RUFUS:
Long time no
see...Are you still alive? The
record player is rusty from
lack of use...so is the phone.
Your frosh bathmate.
COACH P. (ZOO-KEEPER):
Your zoo-creatures are
hungry for the raw meat of
Randolph-Macon I hope you
can control them...The
Masked Cacker
JETIIRO: Have a wing-ding
of a birthday and keep a
ringing and a singing. Suite
and the many ladles.
PRINCE OF RADFORD:
Glad you're here! This is
hose'em down weekend. Here
dear, here dear!! Gator-r-r!
Sat. night Will be a trio. Bud.
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THE BREEZE
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RULES

1.

Ml entries not include Mm, address and
telephone namber.

1.

Ml entries mart be ne smaller than $" t 7" and
M larger than 11" 114"
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Ml entries wart ha hand delivered la The Breeze
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4.
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5.

Eaeh eeatasrant mast he a JMU stedent
•ff T«CnlHy RMNf.

6.
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